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Building a Digital Supply Chain
the Right Way
By Ajai Vasudevan, Guarav Goel and Shreyas Shukla
Unlock benefits through digital opportunities.

Making the Case for Integrated
Business Planning
By Henry Canitz, CPIM
Read why one expert believes IBP is the key to best-in-class
planning.
Break away from silos, and combine information
from sales, marketing, production, procurement,
transportation, finance and external partners in
a single system to keep your team aligned while
streamlining planning processes and responding
effectively to supply chain disruptions or new
opportunities. A good question to ask is, In addition
to balancing financial criteria against constraints,
demand prioritization and customer service objectives, can we analyze alternative scenarios based
on revenue, profit, capacities, customer service and
other critical business metrics?
many cases, these processes land on conflicting paths
5. Plan across global, regional and multidivisional organforward because the planning is disconnected and run
izations. Although global supply chains continue to
by different sets of people using different data, assumpincrease in complexity, often the biggest opportunities
tions and supporting systems. Effective IBP requires all
for cost reduction and customer service improvements
business-planning efforts across all time horizons to
lie in the ability to manage the entire supply chain as
be synchronized. IBP is an effective tool in this regard
a system. It’s important to be able to adapt to regional
because it supports the needs of all planning efforts
differences in business processes, currencies, objectives,
and makes it easier for changes made in one plan to be
metrics and supply chain structures in order shift
reflected in others at the appropriate levels of aggregaregional plans into a consolidated strategy and identify
tion and in suitable units and time horizons.
previously hidden opportunities.
9. Evaluate alternate product aggregations. Every business
6. Assess timing, impact and risk of new product
function needs to plan at different levels of aggregaintroductions. With the number and frequency of
tion to support its goals. Purchasing considers data by
launches on the rise, the need to address this area is
supplier; manufacturing views data by what is produced;
critical because the most difficult planning problems
transportation is concerned with optimizing lanes and
often occur here. New product planning often takes
loads; sales strategizes by region, customer and account;
place across multiple functions or even organizations.
finance plans by business; and executive management
IBP can help facilitate this process through collaborareviews data on company performance. The plans of
tive workflow and active messaging. In addition, the
the various functions have unique purposes, but they
ability to compare the performance of a new product
all must be coordinated and based on uniform data.
to the agreed-upon plan, quickly identify deviations
A flexible
IBP data hierarchy
enables simple, real-time
provide
rich what-if
analysis
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FROM THE CEO

process from a regionally focused, separate
entity to a streamlined, global function that
is driving bottom-line results. Likewise,
Ingersoll Rand worked with APICS to establish common standards and make materials
management a core competency. The company saw 86 percent delivery improvement
and $5.5 million in cost savings over three
years. In short, supply chain leaders are
business leaders, and supply chains drive
business success. Read more about these
and other case studies at www.apics.org/
apics-for-business/customer-stories.

Embrace Your Role as a
Supply Chain Leader

A

s we embark on a new year that promises plenty of change
for APICS and supply chain, it’s appropriate to reflect on
how far supply chain management has come as a profession.
Global business has transformed and advanced over the decades,
and APICS has evolved with it — from the industrial age to the
Information Age. As APICS celebrates its 60th anniversary, I think
about where the profession is going and, more importantly, how
it’s going to get there. How will APICS continue to play a vital role
in supply chain and supply chain management professions? We all
need to consider what the next generation will need to advance the
supply chains of the future.
At APICS, we believe there are unlimited opportunities for supply
chain management professionals. This is especially true for the
people who develop the leadership skills increasingly required by
employers. In the past, success in the field was attained by honing
technical skills and developing topic-specific knowledge. Now,
individuals must be able to foster collaboration and communication.
They must have a vision and the conviction to follow it through,
sharing their perspectives in order to influence groups across the
business and in the executive suite.
In 2018, I challenge you to embrace opportunities to demonstrate
leadership at your organizations. No matter who you are, you have
opportunities to lead. Start taking risks. Speak up in meetings. Tell
your colleagues, both within and outside supply chain, your ideas
about how to do things differently and better. Don’t be afraid to
participate in every aspect of the business. The work you do makes
the entire business more effective.
Think about this: Organizations that consider their supply chains
as strategic and competitive assets outperform the market. For
example, by committing to the APICS Supply Chain Operations
Reference framework, McCormick transformed its procurement
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Expanding your skills
APICS magazine’s own “Relevant Research,”
which begins on page 28, underscores the
importance of a variety of skills to the supply
chain management profession. Richard
Crandall, Ph.D., CFPIM, CIRM, CSCP,
writes, “As supply chains expand, multilingual workers will become more valuable,
as will individuals with training in social
sciences, people with a stamina and affinity
for travel, and those able to effect change
and be diplomatic when dealing with people
from other cultures. Likewise, as political
tensions rise, workers who are excellent negotiators will be in demand.”
Crandall further contends that, now and
in the future, lifelong learning is a necessary part of supply chain. As professionals
work more with artificial intelligence and
data, there will be greater expectations
of them in terms of leadership, strategic
decision-making and value creation.
Are you ready to lead the supply chains
of the future?

Abe Eshkenazi, CSCP, CPA, CAE
Chief Executive Officer

FROM THE EDITOR

A Different Feel for
APICS Magazine

I

t’s the start of 2018, and this time of year often inspires change
and growth. In this issue, you will observe some exciting changes
within APICS magazine that reflect a new approach.
First, if you are holding a paper copy of the magazine, you might
notice it feels heavier. Instead of our regular four feature articles, we
have expanded our content to include six stories. In this issue, you
can read about the following supply chain topics:
• Digital supply chains. These digital, web-enabled networks are
forcing organization leaders to rethink how they do business.
Authors Ajai Vasudevan, Gaurav Goel and Shreyas Shukla do an
excellent job defining digital supply chain and giving supply chain
professionals step-by-step instructions for implementation.
• Third-party purchasing. This article illustrates how thirdparty logistics providers are expanding their services to include
procurement and, thereby, creating greater value for their customers.
• Transparency. Global supply chains demand transparency in
order to effectively anticipate and manage supplier risk, minimize
supply disruptions, prevent litigation, and protect the brand.
• Capacity planning. The age of e-commerce makes it even more
important to identify bottlenecks and streamline operations.
• Trends in automotive. Two real-world case studies explore how
original equipment manufacturers balance supply and demand.
• A notorious and ongoing argument. Is integrated business
planning the final answer to becoming best in class?
Increasing the number of feature stories in each issue is part
of the magazine’s overall evolution. Also, instead of creating six
issues a year, including one all-digital issue, we will now release
a more comprehensive print issue quarterly. With this shift, we
are following the lead of several high-profile publications by
streamlining our operations and augmenting our member- and
subscriber-only digital content.

Take, for example, Harvard Business
Review, which decreased its frequency in
2017, adding more content to each issue
and introducing extra digital resources.
According to industry publication Talking
New Media, Harvard Business Review
reports it has experienced a 10.2 percent
gain in circulation this past August — the
highest in the magazine’s 95-year history.
I’m inspired by the words of Josh Macht,
executive vice president, product innovation
and Harvard Business Review Group
Publisher: “Our new products … are
delivering increased value to an audience
that has expanded enormously in just the
past few years. Our most loyal fans are
clearly pleased with the changes, and
we’re bringing many new readers into the
mix as well.”
As 2018 progresses, I hope you see
the increased value we aim to bring to
the APICS community. Start right here, in
the pages of APICS magazine. Look at our
website as well, apics.org/magazine. Last year,
we launched a new format that highlights
articles by subject matter, the latest supply
chain news, supply chain research and more.
In addition, members can download PDFs of
current and past issues of APICS magazine.
We also continue to enrich our online events,
including APICS Vendor Webcasts and APICS
Extra Live Webinars. For more information or
to register, visit http://bit.ly/2hAP3rJ.
Although we change with the times, for
APICS publications, our goal remains the
same: to provide readers around the globe with
practical solutions they can apply immediately
to improve their organizations and careers.
Now and always, we encourage your feedback.
Write us at feedback@apics.org.

Jennifer Proctor
Editor-in-Chief

apics.org/magazine
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APICS UPDATE

Improved Costing
Practices Enhance
Supply Chain
Management

A

PICS and the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA)
recently conducted a survey of APICS members to gauge
the extent to which organizations struggle with costing
practices. Specifically, the study investigated common failures with
the decision-support information that accountants provide to line
managers and executive teams.
The value of effective managerial costing systems is clear. When
asked about the importance of costing systems, responses included:
“The cost system plays a critical role in the sales and operations
planning process,” “An accurate costing system is extremely important to supply chain decision-making,” and “Costing information is
fundamental for decision-making.”
Participants also were asked questions about the usefulness of the
costing information they receive. Overall, costing systems are perceived as being somewhat useful; however, there is some discontent.
For a wide range of applications — including budgeting and planning,
product decisions, process improvement, and customer profitability analysis — respondents on average “somewhat agreed” that the
costing information they receive is effective. Furthermore, nearly
all participants agree that the benefits derived from improving a
costing system would exceed the investment.
The most commonly cited reason for why costing systems are
viewed as only marginally effective is a lack of operational data,
reported by 44 percent of respondents. Providing information only
in financial, and not operational, terms also is a common failure. This
results in non-actionable information and missed opportunities. The
lack of adequate information technology (IT) resources, reported by
39 percent of respondents, is another issue. A third barrier, cited
by 30 percent of participants, is resistance to change by accounting
personnel. (See Figure 1.)
Only one-third of survey respondents indicate that they turn
to supply chain management professionals for cost information
when making business decisions. Rather, most people rely on
accountants. This is unsurprising, given the perception that the
information provided by costing systems is only somewhat useful.
(See Figure 2.)
The perception of the accounting and finance function by supply
chain management professionals is similar to their view of their
organizations’ costing systems: There is slight agreement, on average,
that accounting and finance staff are responsive to requests for specific cost information, that they aren’t viewed as full business partners,
and that they provide useful costing information. The perceived role
of the accounting and finance function ranges from “bean counter”
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and “profit police” to “business partner”
and “team member.” A general conclusion
is that line managers and executives are
being underserved or even mislead by
their accountants.
One specific area for improvement is in
planning, budgeting and forecasting, where
respondents somewhat agree, on average, that
it is a top-down exercise. Respondents neither
agree nor disagree that it is an enterprise-wide
process linking operations and the executive
team’s strategy with finance. This view of the
planning, budgeting and forecasting process is
not confined to supply chain professionals.
Root causes
One survey respondent said, “Accurate costing is the base for all supply chain decisions.”
Another asked, “How do you know anything
about the health of your business if you
don't know your cost? You can't really — it’s
just gut and guess.” Yet, the results of this
survey show that supply chain management
professionals often view their company’s
managerial costing systems as only slightly
useful for generating questions and making
managerial decisions. Based on the results of
this and other recent surveys, there are three
main root causes of this problem:
1. Many organizations rely on externally
oriented financial accounting systems to
produce information that supports internal
business decision-making. These systems
employ oversimplified methods of costing
products and services and do not focus on
modeling detailed operational cause-andeffect relationships. This creates distortions
in product costs or the misstatement or
exclusion of critical performance measures
in product costs.
2. Externally oriented reporting systems
typically focus on costs above the gross
profit margin line and fail to provide
adequate information about customer and
channel-related costs. The result is that
most companies lack the ability to report
on customer and channel profitability.
This hampers supplier and vendor selection, as well as in-sourcing, out-sourcing
and offshoring decisions.
3. Since the 1980s, many innovative managerial costing practices have arisen to meet
the needs of today’s organizations. These

tools include a better link between operational and financial information and a focus on the causal relationship between customers
and the products, services and supplier resources they consume.
Most accounting and finance professionals continue to employ
outdated systems of limited operational usefulness. They may
have computerized the old tools, but they have not updated them.
Better decision-making
To address this situation, users of cost information must demand
accurate and relevant, reality-based decision-support information from
accounting and finance staffs. The question is not, Is there an answer?
The question is, How do we get accountants to face the problem and
implement solutions that will create and improve cost information?
Top managers must require the adoption of progressive, internal management and decision-focused costing practices that

represent the fundamental economics that
underlie business operations. They need to
create a culture in which cost information
is trusted; seen as consistent and reflective
of the resources and processes being managed; and, most importantly, used to make
better decisions.
— Raef Lawson, Ph.D.,
Vice President of Research and Policy, IMA

To read the full APICS and IMA report,
visit apics.org/research.

Figure 1. Barriers to creating useful costing information
Lack of operational data or information
Inadequate technology and software
Resistance to change by accountants
Too much effort
Insufficient financial data
Organizational resistance to change
by other parts of our business unit
Lack of skills of finance staff
Organizational resistance to change
by senior management or board of directors
None of these are barriers
Over-reliance on external financial reporting data
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Note: Respondents were asked to select up to three responses.

Figure 2. Sources of information for decision-making
We rely heavily on information
provided by the finance staff.
We use some information
provided by the finance staff.
In our business unit, we do
all of our own cost analyses.
We have a group separate from the financial reporting
staff that provides planning and decision support.
We do not use cost information to
make business decisions.
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FUTUREPROOF

YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN AT MODEX 2018

Whatever manufacturing and supply chain solutions
or insights you need to FUTUREPROOF your business,
you’ll find them at MODEX 2018.
With over 850 of the industry’s solution providers on
site and more than 100 hands-on education sessions,
MODEX 2018 allows you to make new contacts, discover
cutting-edge solutions and learn the latest trends that
are sure to give you a leg up on the competition.

MODEX Keynotes:

THE GREATEST SUPPLY CHAIN
SHOW ON EARTH.®

Monday, April 9
8:45 AM – 9:30 AM

Tuesday, April 10
8:45 AM – 9:45 AM

Wednesday, April 11
8:45 AM – 9:45 AM

Wednesday, April 11
1:00 PM – 2:00 PM

Anticipating
Tomorrow’s Supply
Chain Challenges – Today

Harnessing Our
Digital Future
How the Digital
Revolution is Accelerating
Innovation, Driving
Productivity and Irreversibly
Transforming Employment
and the Economy

2018 MHI Annual Industry
Report Keynote Panel

Why Dirty Jobs Matter

JUAN PEREZ
Chief Information and
Engineering Officer, UPS

Monday, April 9
9:30 AM – 10:00 AM
Welcome to MODEX 2018
GOVERNOR NATHAN DEAL
Governor of Georgia

GEORGE W. PREST
CEO, MHI
SCOTT SOPHER
Principal, Deloitte
Consulting LLP

ANDREW MCAFEE
Co-Founder &
Co-Director, Initiative
on the Digital Economy

MODEX is FREE to attend.

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER AT MODEXSHOW.COM.
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MIKE ROWE
Founder,
mikeroweWORKS Foundation

SUPPLY CHAIN MATTERS

Jennifer Storelli

Closing the Middle East’s
Supply Chain Talent Gap
Editor’s note: Samer Majdi Almadhoun was the recipient of the 2017
APICS Award of Excellence — Diversity and Inclusion Champion,
which recognized his work promoting supply chain education
and women in supply chain in the Middle East. The 2018 APICS
Awards of Excellence will open in early spring. Visit apics.org/
awardsofexcellence for more information.
Q: What inspired you to pursue a supply chain career?
It’s in my blood. My father used to be a logistics manager for a major
fast-moving consumer goods distributor in Saudi Arabia, so I spent my
summers in the 1980s in a warehouse accompanying him. In my early
days, I helped with stock-count inaccuracies for the Cadbury line, and,
when I was 14, I secured my first official summer job as an order picker.
Q: What are your primary responsibilities at your current job?
As a supply chain consultant and educator, my job revolves around
making a difference at the corporate and individual levels by
implementing best practices and sharing knowledge. The more you
educate, the more you create a generation that is capable of creating
change and contributing to the quality of business deliverables.
Q: What are you doing to address supply chain challenges in the
Middle East?
One of the reasons why I formed MUHAKAT — which offers services
for consulting, sustainability reporting, and supply chain education and
training — was to address the supply chain talent gap in the Middle
East. It’s uncommon for Middle Eastern universities to offer supply
chain programs. This creates a talent gap because the educational
outputs are not addressing market needs. To help fill this gap, I’ve
delivered more than 2,000 APICS education hours, including APICS
Train the Trainer sessions in Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Dubai. ...
I also have delivered APICS Supply Chain Operations Reference classes
around the world, and my colleagues at MUHAKAT and I established
EMDAD, which is Arabic for “supply chain.” This initiative works to
teach university students about supply chain careers.
Q: What inspired you to start the Jordan’s Women in Supply Chain
social media campaign, and what does it entail?
I read an article in a local newspaper about the gender talent gap
in Jordan, which I immediately connected to MUHAKAT’s efforts.
I looked back at some of the statistics from courses we’ve hosted
and found that nearly 40 percent of the course attendees were
women. Gender equality is one of the core values that MUHAKAT
stands for, so we decided to launch the Jordan’s Women in Supply
Chain initiative. We started with a social media promotion featuring pictures of our female learners holding their APICS course
completion certificates and the call to action, “If she can, you

A Day with Samer Majdi Almadhoun
6 a.m.

I am an early bird. I skim local and
international news and social
media updates as I sip my coffee.

9 a.m.

I head to the MUHAKAT office
in Jordan.

10 a.m.

I attend my daily meeting with the
sales department to review the
progress of consulting and training
leads, pipeline management,
training team schedules and
projects affecting performance.

Samer Majdi
Almadhoun

Director, MUHAKAT
Training Programs
Manager, Trax Consulting

12 p.m.

It’s time to kick off my afternoon
of consulting activities. First up is
a data-gathering session with one
of my clients to understand supply
chain pain points and goals.

1:30 p.m.

I stop by a client’s distribution
center to evaluate the company’s
supply chain.

3 p.m.

I meet with my consulting project
team to examine the client’s
situation. We create thread
diagrams for the program.

5 p.m.

I start prepping for our evening
educational sessions of the APICS
Certified Supply Chain Professional
and APICS Certified in Logistics,
Transportation and Distribution
courses hosted by MUHAKAT.

6 p.m.

I welcome my students to the
session and start an evening of
supply chain education.

can” and received overwhelmingly positive
feedback. Currently, we are planning the
first Women in Supply Chain gathering in
Jordan to highlight professional achievements and give them a chance to network
with other women in supply chain. We hope
this will boost the role of women in society
and enable them to be an integral part of
local development.

Jennifer Storelli is
associate editor for
APICS magazine. She
may be contacted at
editorial@apics.org.
To comment on this
article, send a message
to feedback@apics.org.

apics.org/magazine
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CORPORATE SPOTLIGHT

Award-Winning
Responsiveness

M

allinckrodt Pharmaceuticals is a global specialty pharmaceutical company dedicated to managing complexity and
improving lives. The company operates in two segments
— specialty generics and specialty brands — offering a comprehensive
portfolio of specialty generic controlled substances for pain management, substance abuse and attention deficit hyperactivity disorders, as
well as a broad line of active pharmaceutical ingredients.
In recent years, the generic pharmaceutical industry has become
intensely competitive. Historically, just three companies produced the
majority of generic drugs; today, that number is in the double digits. To
stay competitive, decision-makers at Mallinckrodt knew the specialty
generics business required a meaningful transformation. They chose to
focus on three key objectives:
1. Reduce forecast variance and bias.
2. Enhance agility.
3. Improve adherence to the supply plan.
The APICS body of knowledge was fundamental to the initiative,
which ultimately earned Mallinckrodt the 2017 APICS Award of
Excellence — Transformation.
Opening eyes
The shift began with a cultural change that was centered around
the forecast. “As I reflect on what we have accomplished, the biggest
challenge was this change of culture,” says David Widder, CPIM,
senior director of supply chain planning. “It was easy to convince
the operations team that better forecasts would lead to reduced
costs, better service and lower inventory. It was easy to convince the
commercial team that shorter lead times and more consistent manufacturing delivery would lead to improved customer service and
increased sales. But it wasn’t so easy to convince the operations and
commercial teams that they each had an opportunity to improve in
their own areas.”
The strategy began with small changes and realistic, aligned goals.
The concept of mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was introduced to help employees measure and improve accuracy. The APICS
Dictionary defines MAPE as “a measure of statistical variation in a
forecast. Computed by dividing each absolute forecast error by the
actual demand, multiplying that by 100 to get the absolute percentage error and computing the average.”

The APICS Awards of Excellence are for corporations and
individuals demonstrating superior performance and dedication to advancing the field of supply chain management.
The 2018 awards will open in early spring. Visit apics.org/
awardsofexcellence to learn more.
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Recognizing the need for MAPE improvements, sales team leaders incentivized the
sales organization to focus on the procedure.
This was supported by synchronizing the
financial and production cycles to one set of
numbers with sales and operations planning.
Through these efforts, Mallinckrodt reduced
MAPE by 22 percentage points.
Next, to better respond to demand changes,
decision-makers addressed agility from a
number of angles, including chemical process changes, supplier negotiation, process
mapping, waste identification and more
strategic use of inventory. Results include
the following:
• At the active pharmaceutical ingredient
plant, chemical processes were overhauled
for many of the molecules manufactured.
This resulted in year-over-year lead time
reductions of 29 percent across all products
made at the facility.
• Suppliers to all plants in the network were
contacted to confirm delivery lead times,
and, in some cases, shorter lead times were
negotiated. This process also uncovered a
supplier to the finished dosage facility that
would wait until a purchase order from
Mallinckrodt was received before ordering
a necessary raw material. An agreement
was negotiated that required that supplier
to hold inventory, contributing to a
20 percent lead time improvement.
• Reports were created to track lead times
for each step, from ordering raw materials to release of finished goods. This
information is periodically extracted to
evaluate adherence to target and investigate abnormalities.
• The commercial team identified supply
chain risks and the probability of their
occurrence. This information was converted into units, and strategic safety stock
was added to better position Mallinckrodt
to absorb disruptions. The potential revenue from these disruptions represented
a 1,333 percent return on the inventory
investment.
• Adherence to plan was improved through
a more effectual master production
schedule. Previously, schedule attainment
was measured weekly at the work-center
level and unit fill rate was measured upon
shipment of orders. Nothing existed

Elizabeth Rennie

between these two metrics. The implementation of master production schedule adherence brought about a consistent definition
for the plants and centralized oversight through the supply chain
team. As a result of these strategies, adherence was improved by 22
percent, with all plants meeting or exceeding targets.
• A master schedule change request process was introduced to ensure
that proper cross-functional approval is obtained for changes to the
master production schedule and to provide retrospective data
analysis in order to understand the root cause of any changes.
• Further supporting agility improvements are weekly teleconferences
with the supply and commercial teams, during which members
review the master production schedule and discuss any deviations.
Built with wisdom
The APICS body of knowledge and APICS certifications served as
important baselines during the transformation. “I encourage our
employees to earn the appropriate certifications for their roles and
the roles they want next to ensure shared understanding of terms and
best practices,” Widder says. “If we focus on getting the basics right,
higher-level key performance indicators naturally follow.”
In fact, when Widder first transitioned into a supply chain planning
role, he didn’t have much experience in the field. His supervisor suggested that he pursue the APICS Certified in Production and Inventory
Management (CPIM) designation. “This was an important step in
my career because it gave me a foundational knowledge to build from,”
Widder explains. “The common language facilitated communication.”
Dan Gorke, CPIM, CSCP, says attaining his CPIM designation
shaped his career: “I was exposed to this material just a few months
after joining Mallinckrodt through a temporary position. I was a recent
college graduate and still didn’t know what I wanted to do. Almost
immediately after being exposed to the basics of supply chain management curriculum, I set my sights on leading the supply chain
function at my facility.”
He goes on to say that, in a vertically integrated supply chain such
as Mallinckrodt’s, APICS education provides an essential foundation
for planning processes and systems from site to site. While the various
manufacturing capabilities and processes differ, the plan is derived from
and centered on the same common understanding of supply chain
management. For instance, members of Mallinckrodt’s information
technology (IT) team who support supply chain systems have earned
the CPIM designation, enabling them to more easily translate IT
requirements into a language the supply chain team can use.
“When communication improved, so did our results,” says Dave
Kloostra, demand manager. “The answers to common questions
became more powerful.”
Kimberly Pape, CPIM, manager of supply chain development and
optimization, agrees: “Having a common language and definition of
terms across multiple manufacturing facilities — each facing their
own unique challenges — helps ensure we’re supporting all the customer needs in the vertically integrated supply chain. It also helps
to have a body of knowledge available for research purposes when
trying to tackle a new issue. Reviewing feedback from other APICS
members facing similar challenges and hearing what worked or was

Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals specialty generics technicians work in full
environment suits.

challenging for their organizations can help
us avoid common pitfalls.”
Coming together
Mallinckrodt’s supply chain transformation
has had a positive impact on both profitability and customer service. Quarterly average
inventory turns rose 52 percent. In addition,
unit fill rate grew by 14 percent, which led
to a 92 percent reduction in backorders
and a 97 percent reduction in maximum
single-day backorders.
Pape says the demand and supply planning, agility and plant execution transformations also have enabled Mallinckrodt’s
specialty generics segment to attain better
internal alignment and provide superior
customer service.
“The most valuable result has been the
increase in supply reliability,” Gorke adds.
“We not only noticed the improvement in our
internal metrics, but also received numerous
accolades from customers through both supplier scorecards and formal awards received
for our consistent delivery performance.”
For Widder, the most important result is in
how the team came together: “I’m extremely
proud of our team for the performance
improvements we’ve attained and sustained
over the last few years. We are more aligned
as a business team than we’ve ever been. …
Together, I am confident in our ability to meet
any challenge.”

Elizabeth Rennie is
senior managing editor
for APICS magazine. She
may be contacted at
editorial@apics.org.
To comment on this
article, send a message
to feedback@apics.org.
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CAREER LAUNCH

How REI Built
a LEED Platinum
Distribution Center

A

s a young professional, I always value the opportunity
to learn from more experienced supply chain managers.
I recently had the pleasure of speaking with Bill Best,
divisional vice president of supply chain operations, and Tiffany
Thompson, supply chain strategy manager, at specialty outdoor
retailer REI. Since finishing graduate school with an MBA in
global supply chain management, I began working at REI part
time and have enjoyed learning about the inner-workings of this
unique company.
I went to Best and Thompson because I was interested in learning
more about REI’s newest distribution center in Goodyear, Arizona.
The business continued its commitment to sustainable operations
by developing this industry-first, net-zero energy, LEED Platinum
facility. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
is a rating system created by the United States Green Building
Council (USGBC) to evaluate a building’s environmental performance and encourage market transformation toward sustainable
design. The system operates on a 100-point system, and projects
earn credits for environmentally friendly actions taken during the
construction and use of a building. These credits convert to points,
which then determine certification level: Certified (40-49 points),
Silver (50-59 points), Gold (60-79 points) and Platinum (80+).
To give readers an idea of magnitude and scale, when construction was completed in June 2016, the Goodyear distribution center
was a seven-year, multimillion-dollar venture that required a high
level of coordination and collaboration by all parties involved. The
initiative involved multiple sustainability strategies and solutions:
• A 2.2 megawatt solar system produces renewable energy on-site —
enough to power the entire facility annually. The system will provide REI with 25 years of energy and pay for itself in just five years.
• The industry’s first omnichannel, one-touch fulfillment system
enables one person to process items eight times faster than the
typical distribution center. This means that outdoor enthusiasts
will get their gear faster. Beyond that win for the customer, the
material handling systems incorporate 24 volt motors, which
reduce the energy demand of this highly automated facility.
• An innovative restoration project at the Verde River will enhance
water flows and recreation access. This is the first LEED-accredited
water restoration project, and it introduces Water Restoration
Certificates that facilitate large-scale water stewardship.
• A non-evaporative cooling system keeps employees comfortable in the desert heat. The system is fully powered by renewable
energy and saves millions of gallons of water every year.
• REI has a sustainability goal to be 100 percent landfill-free in
its operations by 2020. The Goodyear operation builds on that
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mission with a recycling program through
which approximately 97 percent of all
materials are recycled and less than
3 percent of waste is sent to landfills.
To date, most of the articles written
on the Goodyear distribution center are
focused on these features and benefits.
However, there isn’t much information
available regarding the how-to aspect. Best
and Thompson (who is also the Goodyear
distribution center project manager) shared
with me the following three steps to maximize success and return on investment in
the LEED-certification process.
1. Make an organizational commitment
to sustainability. This is the foundation
upon which future goals and successes are built. An organizational
commitment to sustainability has a
lot to do with corporate alignment.
When sustainability and sustainable
operations become a core part of an
organization’s mission, as they are at
REI, the organization can determine
its appetite to invest in sustainability.
Ultimately, smart financial decisions
must be made, and, without corporate
alignment, the business case becomes
more difficult to build and rationalize.
2. Identify and choose partners to contribute to and help realize your aspirations. When REI first embarked on the
LEED-certification process in 2010, the
organization aimed to build a LEED Gold
distribution center. However, leaders
didn’t say LEED Gold was what success
looks like. Rather, at the outset, executives made it clear that LEED Gold was
the aspiration, not the limit. Instead
of just working from the checklist
and making sure enough credits were
accumulated, REI identified partners
through a rigorous selection process to
help the company reach higher.
3. Model available opportunities along
a sustainability continuum with no
constraints. After partners were chosen
based on their unique core competencies and ability to contribute to
REI’s mission, the next step was to
model the opportunities using energy
conservation modelling methodology
against the living building sustaina-

Rex Magadia

The one-touch omnichannel fulfillment system enables one person to process items eight times faster than a typical
distribution center.

The Goodyear distribution center uses pocket sortation for
online order assembly.

The rooftop solar array will provide REI with 25 years of
energy and pay for itself in just five years.

bility continuum. LEED falls within this continuum at various
milestones — certified, silver, gold and platinum. As REI and
its partners tested the sustainable operation opportunities, the
process exposed that the group was able to exceed original aspirations and stretch to LEED Platinum standards. Ultimately, the
opportunities and actions that REI chose to pursue were born
out of collaboration with its partners and deemed sufficient by
the USGBC for LEED Platinum certification.

LEED is helping to create a future of
sustainable retailing. This is very important,
particularly considering that retailing represents 20 percent of all buildings in the United
States — taking up even more space than
offices. I hope the steps outlined here will
enable other retail organizations to embrace
similar green building investments.
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EXECUTIVE VIEW

Is Your Supply Chain
the Right or Wrong
Kind of Invisible?

I
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Every organization
can have a world-class
supply chain.
by many. Realizing these facts can make
a huge difference — as can being able to
talk with fellow supply chain management
professionals who have experienced and
overcome similar problems.
2. Supply chains are far from being optimized tactically, and there continues to be
a lack of awareness of the value that supply
chain management can bring to organizations. While much is being done, supply
chain management professionals still have
a lot of work to do. Every organization can
have a world-class supply chain. There are so
many advantages to be gained from improving supply chain management processes in
the areas of capacity, throughput, space, cost
and service. Some of these benefits include
• advancements in outward-facing metrics
affecting quality, vendor management and
customer service
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received a call the other day from a colleague, who told me that he
and his boss were trying to develop ways to educate their organization on the value of supply chain management. They want to be
able to show people at all levels of the business how and why effective
supply chain management can
• improve overall organizational efficiency
• heighten effectiveness
• reduce costs
• streamline material, information and financial flows
• boost return on investment and margins
• develop competitive advantage.
So, why do so many organizations still fail to leverage the power
of their supply chains? Why does my colleague have to devise
creative ways to convince coworkers about these opportunities and
advantages? Unfortunately, too many people still view supply
chain management as a back-office function and believe that its
cost centers are simply necessary evils that add no real value to the
enterprise. Therefore, any improvements made in supply chain areas
are basically invisible.
This couldn’t be further from the truth. The improvements are
plainly apparent, as any supply chain management professional will
tell you. In fact, the only invisibility should be from the customer’s
perspective. Indeed, the best supply chains function unseen by customers. Just consider Amazon: Very few of Amazon’s customers think
about how its supply chain operates; they just expect their orders to
arrive as promised. But you can bet Amazon thinks about its supply
chain constantly — and the results are astounding.
Supply chains should never be invisible to the organization. Rather,
businesses must focus on and continuously invest in their supply
chains, including their many features and aspects in strategic
planning efforts. Those companies that do this can look forward to
a successful future full of delighted customers.

Barriers
I have found three barriers that prevent
supply chain management from being seen
as valuable:
1. Employees who procure, manage,
warehouse, and transport materials and
information do not view themselves as
supply chain management professionals.
I often hear workers refer to themselves as
buyers, warehouse managers or planners.
Moreover, many of these people first heard
the term “supply chain” very recently — and,
when they did, saw no connection to what
they do every day. A comment I often hear is,
“What we do is unique; no organization has
the problems we have.” But it always turns
out that their so-called unique challenges
include typical supply chain issues such as
supplier consolidation, late or incomplete
deliveries, inadequate information technology systems, high stockout levels, poor
inventory accuracy, customer complaints,
and the like.
These supply chain management professionals must understand that they are
not alone, and their problems are shared

Gary A. Smith, CFPIM, CSCP, CLTD

• improvements in inward-facing metrics influencing productivity,
such as in-stock availability and inventory turns
• the development of continuous improvement programs to reduce
waste and enhance quality
• better procurement processes
• faster decision-making because of effective supply chain management software investments.
3. Supply chain management is not considered strategic. Much
of the success from implementing new programs, products and
services rests on the ability of supply chains to effectively procure
and deliver materials and services. For that reason, supply chain
management should be included in every organization’s strategic
planning process. The systems that provide the support behind
these programs are just as important as the programs themselves.
Businesses cannot expect to compete today by relying on supply
chains that are not evolving with the times.
Decision-support tools including warehouse management, transportation management, forecasting, and advanced planning and
scheduling systems automate many of the routine decisions made by
humans. These solutions can enable professionals to make choices
faster and with better results, which enables humans to focus on the
issues that can halt operations and add tremendously to costs.

Companies must invest in their supply
chains, and this must include training
staff in the application of best practices.
In so doing, organizations can realize
financial benefits through inventory
reductions, faster turns and throughput
savings. New programs can be implemented more quickly and with improved
outcomes. Plus, as supply chain management professionals improve their performance, they will transition their networks
from reactive to proactive.
Facilitating effective supply chain management positively affects a company’s overall health, regardless of industry or sector.
No doubt, the results can be outstanding.
While addressing these three barriers alone
will not automatically transform your
supply chain, improvements will surely
begin to arise. And soon, the stage will be
set for lasting paradigm shifts within the
entire organization that are visible to all.
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Beautiful Customer
Experience
Transformations

I

’m sure many readers remember Hans Christian Andersen’s classic fairy tale “The Ugly Duckling.” If not, here's a quick refresher:
It’s the story of a baby swan that is mistakenly presumed to be
a duckling. Because he is not as attractive as his companions, the
little swan suffers abuse from the other animals in the barnyard —
until the day when he matures into a swan and is deemed the most
beautiful bird of all.
This may seem like an odd way to begin the “Customer Experience”
department of APICS magazine, but there is a key lesson here: Too
many customers view businesses today in a rather ugly light. These
people are unsatisfied; fed up. But just imagine the surprise and
delight they would feel if, tomorrow, these companies transformed
just like the baby swan did. What if these organizations suddenly
began treating their customers well, empowering their employees
to do the same and delivering a truly exceptional experience? That
would be a beautiful thing, indeed.
Of course, transforming the customer experience first demands
transforming the organization. You must fix what’s inside before you
can tackle what’s going on outside. This is more than a little challenging, and it never happens overnight. It’s a journey that requires
building a case, educating stakeholders, ongoing persistence and
more. It takes a special kind of team to make it happen.

To comment on this
article, send a message
to feedback@apics.org.
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4. executing
5. sustaining the changes.
To support these five stages and achieve a
successful transformation, the research suggests embracing the following principles:
• Senior managers communicate openly
across the organization about the transformation’s progress and success, as well as
its implications for employees.
• Senior managers receive changeleadership training during the transformation and role-model the behaviors
they ask employees to adopt.
• Throughout the organization, key transformation roles are held by employees
who actively supported the effort.
• Initiatives are led by line managers as part
of their day-to-day responsibilities.
• Roles and responsibilities are clearly
defined, and everyone can see how their
work relates to the initiative.
• Sufficient personnel are allocated to
support the transformation.
• Teams start each day with a formal discussion about the previous day’s results and
current day’s work.
• Everyone adapts their day-to-day capacity
to changes in customer demand.
• Everyone is actively engaged in identifying
errors before they reach customers.
• Best practices are systematically identified,
shared and improved upon.
• The organization develops its people
so that they can surpass performance
expectations.
• Managers effectively lead and develop
their teams.
• Expectations for new behaviors are
incorporated into performance reviews,
and these evaluations hold leaders
accountable for their contributions to
the transformation.
• A diagnostic tool helps quantify
goals for the transformation’s longterm sustainability.
This is a fairly comprehensive list, and it
supports a great deal of the requirements
of a successful customer experience transformation. How many of these actions is
your company taking currently? Don’t let
your customers continue to pick on you for
being an ugly duckling — it’s time for the
swan to emerge.
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Annette Franz is founder
and CEO of CX Journey.
She may be contacted at
cxjourney@gmail.com.

Getting there
The McKinsey & Company report “How to beat the transformation odds” lists five key stages of transformation. Authors David
Jacquemont, Dana Maor and Angelika Reich suggest that companies
that take action on all five points have a 72 percent higher success
rate than those that don’t. The actions include
1. setting goals
2. assessing organizational capabilities
3. designing the transformation initiatives

Annette Franz

Michael Morand, CFPIM, CSCP, CLTD

The Art and
Science of Supply
Chain Collaboration
Editor’s note: APICS magazine welcomes Michael Morand, CFPIM,
CSCP, CLTD, senior manager of supply chain at Johnson & Johnson,
as the new author of “Management Perspective.”

T

he health care landscape is rapidly evolving, and more
pressure is placed on hospitals and health systems to reduce
costs, improve outcomes and increase patient satisfaction.
For many health systems making this transition, the supply chain is
a key area of focus for cost savings and improved value-based care.
The following real-world account demonstrates the benefits that can
be realized when partners work to solidify relationships and deliver
results by clarifying needs, identifying root causes and gathering
data to inform solutions.
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Identifying the opportunity
In early 2016, after noticing regular stockouts of many Johnson &
Johnson Medical Devices Companies (JJMDC) product codes,
Spectrum Health turned to JJMDC to help improve efficiencies and standardize processes within its distribution center (DC).
With roughly 80 percent of these medical devices flowing through
Spectrum’s DC, dozens of out-of-stocks each week led to clinical
inefficiencies and an increase in expedited orders.
While it was easy to see that stockouts were reducing service
levels and increasing costs, determining the root cause proved
daunting. “It was hard to get our arms around the issue,” says Gerry
Hakala, purchasing supervisor for the Grand Rapids-based hospital
system. “Was it backorders? Stocking level? Ordering patterns? We
didn’t have a good idea of why this was happening.”
Spectrum and JJMDC share a common focus on achieving optimal results. To that end, JJMDC developed a tailored approach to
improve efficiency, decrease complexity and reduce waste. Weekly
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ABC volume classifications were assigned to
stock keeping units (SKUs) ordered from
the Spectrum DC. Efforts were focused on
the higher-volume A items, where the greatest impact could be expected. This enabled
the team to allocate time to the areas that
were most critical to success.
Benchmarking then was performed
against similar health systems on inventory
metrics and key ordering behaviors, such
as order timing, order size and shipping
method. Recognizing that planning and
forecasting expertise were not limited to
those directly involved in this SpectrumJJMDC collaborative effort, JJMDC tapped
its upstream planning organization for best
practices and additional recommendations
for the Spectrum purchasing team to consider along with the benchmark data.
The Spectrum and JJMDC teams solidified their integrated approach by establishing a weekly inventory management process
that linked supply and demand needs across
the two organizations. The increased data
sharing also uncovered other opportunities
to improve efficiency and cost. “Most companies conduct quarterly or annual business
reviews,” says Jason Shelton, manager of
supply chain management operations. “We
were essentially having operational reviews
on a weekly basis. We were able to collaboratively look at the situation in real time and
make adjustments.”
Lasting impact
Bob Rowe, supply chain customer solutions
manager, Johnson & Johnson Customer &
Logistics Services, says that improving the
experience of clinicians and patients is a direct
result of this collaborative effort. He adds that
a significant benefit from the initiative was the
development of a collective understanding of
key process flows, which continues to uncover
additional opportunities.
In the end, JJMDC and Spectrum together
have cut the number of weekly out-of-stock
JJMDC devices by 49 percent, nearly eliminated expedited shipping fees for replenishment of out-of-stock items, and reduced
the average number of days that a product is
out of stock by 18 percent — all evidencing
how effective collaboration can significantly
contribute to value-based health care.
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Dave Turbide, CFPIM, CIRM, CSCP, CMfgE

Smaller Shipments,
Bigger Challenges

A
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Which of the following
channels are companies
using to generate sales?

79%
Store

73%
Website

25%
Mobile App

24%
Catalogue

21%
Third-party
omnichannel
provider

Top three reasons people
shop online:
38%
Convenience

25%
Bargains

18%
Speed

Source: PwC
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s more manufacturers pursue online sales direct to the
end user, supply chain management professionals are
challenged to fulfill a growing number of individual, small
shipments. Operations that are structured and staffed for cases,
pallets or full truckloads are simply insufficient. Traditionally,
manufacturers considered logistics, transportation and distribution to be necessary evils — they were required, but didn’t really
offer any great business opportunities. The rise of e-commerce
is making these competencies integral; yet many companies are
ill-prepared to handle them.
E-commerce necessitates more employees, fixtures, equipment
and space. Instead of moving pallets stacked with cases to loading bays, individual cases or cartons are moved to packing areas
where products are mixed in shipping boxes or individually boxed
and padded. Shipping documentation and labels will multiply, and
picking equipment such as pick-to-light racks or carousels may
be needed — along with printers, labelers, carton packing material
dispensers, packaging tape and more.

Given all this added complication and cost,
is it worth it? For a rising range of businesses
and industries, it’s not a matter of preference:
E-commerce is growing at such a rapid pace
that most manufacturers have no alternative
but to ship direct to consumers. The only real
choice is whether to facilitate the effort internally or engage a third party.
For those opting to take on the challenge,
begin by asking these questions, which are
outlined in the APICS Certified in Production
and Inventory Management body of knowledge discussion of outsourcing:
• Is the activity strategically important?
• Does the company have specialized
knowledge?
• Is the company’s operations performance superior?
• Is significant operations performance
improvement likely?
If the answer to any of these questions
is yes, then internal operations should be
carefully explored and cost-service trade-offs
considered. If all answers are no, outsourcing
is probably the best alternative, although a
quick comparison of cost versus service would
still be in order.
Whatever the ultimate decision, keep in
mind that e-commerce is poised to become a
large part of most businesses, and it is a vital
link in the creation of value for the customer. Now is the time to cultivate positive
working relationships with package delivery
services such as DHL, FedEx, UPS and
the postal service. Finally, paying closer
attention to key shipping considerations
is a smart first step.

Antonio Galvao, CSCP, CLTD, and Mike Dries

Scenario Planning for a
Sustainable Tomorrow

H
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ow will we satisfy the food and water needs of the 9.8 billion
people expected to live on earth by 2050? To what extent
will demand for energy increase in the coming decades?
How will the world make the transition to cleaner energy and
curb the effects of climate change? And what will be the impact
of the megacities that are expected to emerge in developing countries in the not-too-distant future?
While no one has a crystal ball to give definitive answers to
these questions, we do have analytical tools that can help us think
about these issues now and map out actions to deal with them
both today and in the future. One of these instruments is called
scenario planning.
According to the APICS Dictionary, scenario planning is “a
process that identifies critical events before they occur and uses
this knowledge to determine effective alternatives.” In other words,
the objective is to identify a range of possibilities based on actual
data and reasonable assumptions. Many supply chain management
professionals use scenario planning to test existing strategies; brainstorm new ideas; and, in some cases, bring different parties into the
discussion in order to learn from new perspectives.
The oil and gas industry has used scenario planning for more
than 40 years. For instance, Royal Dutch Shell worked with the
Development Research Center of China’s State Council to determine
how natural gas could become a mainstream energy source. As a
result, China is expected to increase its use of natural gas from
5.8 percent to 10 percent by 2020 and by 15 percent by 2030. These
goals align with the 2016 Paris Agreement on Climate Change.

WORKING GREEN

Despite decades of profiting from fossil
fuels, every one of the biggest oil and gas
players today is investing in the development
of renewable energy sources. This is scenario
planning that points to a major change in
the world’s energy usage. The entire industry
seems to recognize that, in order to stay
competitive, it’s necessary to develop lesscarbon-intensive energy sources.
In its report “2017 Outlook for Energy:
A View to 2040,” ExxonMobil — a business
that annually adjusts its long-term supplyand-demand assumptions — has developed
a scenario that forecasts a 25 percent rise
in energy demand by 2040. Nearly half of
that increase will come from India and
China. In addition to its own commitment
to produce cleaner energy, ExxonMobil
is calling for more energy-efficient
buildings, improvements in transportation
fuel economy, and the incorporation of
advances in manufacturing and power plant
efficiencies. Interestingly, the company also
forecasts that the combination of nuclear and
renewable energy will account for 25 percent
of global energy output by 2040.
Meanwhile, oil giant BP has identified
mega-trends that could shape the future of
energy. For instance, the use of natural gas is
growing more quickly than any other fossil

Every one of the biggest
oil and gas players
today is investing in the
development of renewable
energy sources.
fuel, and renewables are expanding faster still.
Other shifts include the change in energy
needs due to the demographics of emerging
economies and the demands of millennials.
A sense of urgency is emerging — one
that calls to mind the brilliant observation
of 19th century German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer. He wrote that every truth
must pass through long periods of condemnation and ridicule before it is eventually
accepted as self-evident. Indeed, even the
world’s foremost producers of carbon-based
energy now recognize that yesterday’s status
quo is no longer sustainable.

Antonio Galvao, CSCP,
CLTD, is the vice president of global logistics
— building efficiencies
at Johnson Controls.
He may be contacted at
antonio.galvao@jci.com.
The views and opinions
expressed in this article
are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the official
policy or position of
Johnson Controls.
Mike Dries is a retired
business journalist
and corporate communications executive
now working as a freelance writer. He may
be contacted at
mjdries23@gmail.com.
To comment on this
article, send a message
to feedback@apics.org.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Evaluating and
Negotiating a Job Offer

D

uring a job hunt, it’s common to spend weeks or even months
researching career opportunities, sending out resumes and
going on interviews. When you finally receive a viable job offer,
you then find yourself in the precarious spot of contract deliberations.
How will you evaluate the offer and negotiate the best possible terms?
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Breaking it down
The most common mistake in evaluating job offers is to consider only
the compensation. Too many professionals discount the importance
of the actual day-to-day work; the organization, its financial stability
and culture; the boss; benefits; and opportunities for professional
development and advancement. Basing your decision solely on the
money sets you up for a long, bumpy road ahead. In the excitement of
receiving a job offer, don’t forget to use sound judgement. Instead, ask
yourself the following questions:
• Does the job entail work that I really enjoy doing?
• Is the company growing at a good rate, and is it financially stable?
• Does the business have a culture that I will thrive in and a good
reputation within the marketplace?
• Does the person to whom I’ll be reporting seem like a great leader?
• Is the benefits package fair and reasonable for the industry?
• How will the position positively influence my knowledge, skills
and work experience?
• Are there opportunities for career advancement?
This last point is key, as getting promoted and positioning yourself
for roles that offer strong incentives are the surest ways to increase
your compensation over the long haul — not hopping from one job
to another for a quick salary bump. Focus on long-term career planning in order to build both a profitable and satisfying career path.
Start by calculating the minimum salary you need to survive and
thrive. This baseline includes bills, savings, retirement investments
and anything else you consider essential in your life. Next, investigate
the marketplace. If you are an experienced professional in your field,
you might already know the going rate for your skill set. Still, it’s
a good idea to research average salaries for your profession, especially if you’ve been out of the job hunting game for a while.

When the offer arrives, take the time to
examine the package thoroughly and note
any questions that come up, especially
regarding cash compensation and incentives. Clarify the details with the company
before moving forward. Then, evaluate the
benefits package. Pay attention to employee
costs for health insurance premiums,
copays and deductibles.
Now, look at performance incentives. Are
there any bonuses available? If so, are these
based on employee, department or company performance? If possible, find out the
history of payouts — for example, does the
organization tend to exceed, meet or come
in below the target? This information is
important to understanding your potential
earnings and can be leveraged when negotiating a better offer.
Long-term incentives — stock options,
performance shares and the like — are
sometimes offered as well. These can be one
of the most lucrative components of a compensation package. Some incentive plans
are straightforward while others are more
complex. Be sure to evaluate all facets so
you understand the potential value, risks,
vesting schedules and company policies. If
you need assistance with this step, contact
a financial advisor.
Your next move is researching company
culture and reputation. Glassdoor, Yelp and
LinkedIn are great online resources that can
help you to discover what it’s really like
to work somewhere. (Do exercise caution,
though, as it’s human nature for disgruntled
employees to write negative reviews, whereas
happy employees may not think to write
anything at all.) Remember, even the best
compensation package can’t make up for a
terrible work environment, unethical business practices or high employee turnover.
At this point in the process, it’s time to
break out your calculator or spreadsheet
program. Enter all cash compensation
variables, benefit costs, and short and
long-term incentives. Then, run two or three
scenarios to calculate minimum, moderate
and maximum target bonuses. You can
input additional benefits such as vacation,
holidays and tuition reimbursement on
a separate worksheet, assigning values to
each according to their importance to you.

Rodney Apple

Now there’s nothing left to do except make your decision. If you
find the work interesting and are happy with the balance of cash
compensation, benefits and career growth potential, then don’t let
anything stop you from accepting the offer. If you feel that there’s
room for improvement, then it’s time to start negotiating.
Give and take
As you set limits on what you will and will not accept, keep in mind
that your potential employer wants to seal the deal as much as you
do. Justify your value by articulating what you will bring to the
organization. This helps the hiring manager understand why you are
worth what you are asking for. Prepare a few short stories that illustrate what you have delivered to past employers, and try to quantify
the value — whether it lies in cost savings, productivity gains or
something else.
Along the way, keep your cool. Salary negotiations don’t have to
be nerve-wracking ordeals. Avoid getting overly emotional and,
instead, just see it as a normal conversation. Stay open-minded,
positive and enthusiastic.
If the hiring manager doesn’t agree to your desired compensation, don’t give up. Salary isn’t the only thing that’s negotiable.

Develop a list of other benefits, ranked
from most to least important. Include vacation time, tuition reimbursement, job title,
flexible hours, bonuses and more.
If the company still can’t meet your expectations, but you really want the job, set the stage
for future negotiations. Ask how you might
prove yourself in the first six-to-12 months to
earn a raise. This shows your employer respect,
while anticipating a winning scenario for
yourself. Be sure to document any agreement
that you make so both parties understand the
goals and objectives that need to be met by the
established deadline.
Finally, if you’re lucky enough to have
more than one job offer on the table, compare all aspects of the offers, giving extra
weight to the organization that promises
career advancement and ownership potential. Promotions and equity grants are the
fastest way to grow your income.

Rodney Apple is founder
and president of SCM
Talent Group, a supply
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executive search firm. He
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supply chain career
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scmtalent.com.
To comment on this
article, send a message
to feedback@apics.org.
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Software Selection
Grievances: A
Cautionary Tale

I
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I want to work with a
software solution provider
that is bold enough to
define ROI differently.
same time zone. Explain how it will alert my
planners to demand, capacity and inventory
issues as their stock keeping unit count
doubles or how the tool will make my operations personnel more effective. I want to
work with a software solution provider that
is bold enough to define ROI differently.
3. Understand the marketplace in which
I exist. I can easily tell when a salesperson is
out of touch with my marketplace. Take the
time to learn about my specific industry so
you can be truly knowledgeable about the
issues I am facing.
4. Understand current planning trends
and usage. Scenario planning within S&OP
is very hot. Nearly every software firm
has been eager to tell me that they have a
scenario planning solution. Unfortunately,
what’s missing is a pragmatic understanding

Photo: iStock/champja

am currently shopping for software. No doubt many of you
just cringed at those words — and your empathy is appreciated, but I really am excited to be leading this effort. It’s not
often that supply chain management professionals get to choose
and implement a new, high-impact suite of supply chain planning software that will advance the global sales and operations
planning (S&OP) process.
My earliest professional experiences were in information technology (IT). I worked there for 15 years, ultimately rising to the level of
CIO. So, I actually love software, understand the industry, and have
insight into how applications are sold and some of the tricks of the
trade. That’s probably why I was so disappointed to discover that the
software selection process has barely evolved in more than a decade.
In fact, the only real advance is the shift to cloud-based, softwareas-a-service pricing models.
Around the midpoint of my project, I just couldn’t restrain
my frustration any longer. I sat down and compiled a long list
of grievances. This proved cathartic for me, and now I hope
it might be helpful to you — particularly if you sell software.
Following is an abridged version of my list of objections:
1. Find a better way to discuss the budget. I hate the question, Do
you have a budget? It is often asked prematurely, in which case, it is
always off-putting (sort of like discussing whether you want to have children on a first date). Don’t ask about budgets; inquire about the business
problem I want to solve and the scope of the solution I am seeking. Ask
if this is an investigative process, about the project timeline and whether
the project has executive support. In my experience, companies will find
money for projects that have potential to add value. Vendors lose me
right from the start if all they focus on is what’s in it for them.
Moreover, early engagement allows vendors access to my mindshare from the outset of the purchasing process. If a salesperson
helps me figure out what I need, I will appreciate those efforts.
It may make for a longer lead time, but the investment is almost

always rewarded by making my short list.
Plus, if I reveal my budget, any subsequent
quote will surely fall on the high side of my
range. Alternatively, if my initial budget
number is off the mark, the competitive
qualification and sizing process may help
me realize that I need to go back and ask
for more capital. Thus, focusing on budget
existence and budget size — without doing
some real qualification work — is more
than just premature; it sets the stage for a
very awkward interaction.
2. Standard return-on-investment
(ROI) models rarely work. Traditional supply chain ROI is passé. It is at best overused
and at worst abused. If I had a dime for
every hundred thousand dollars of inventory that some newfangled software would
save me, I would be a very rich man. I am
much more interested in how the solution
might make my organization’s planning
function more agile or scalable in a global
supply chain with increasing complexity.
Tell me the software will manage my workflow in a disjointed and complex global
sourcing network where no one is in the

Patrick Bower

of how scenario planning is leveraged. One salesperson described
how I could use his company’s software to run different live scenarios
in front of my executive S&OP team. No S&OP lead would ever waste
time running an unproven model or scenario in front of a team of
time-conscious executives. Whenever I hear such absurd suggestions,
I just shake my head. I know that the person trying to sell me on such
functionality does not understand its practical usage.
A close corollary is when software companies try to catch up to
competitors by coming up with suboptimal workarounds. I would
rather have someone tell me, “We are developing a robust scenarioplanning solution, but we did not want to present you with a poorly
designed workaround.” That is a more honest answer than saying yes
to every question about functionality, then underdelivering.
5. Stop asking me about your competition. “Who is my competition?” I’m asked that question constantly. If I answer, I find myself
swamped by negatives about the other players. Competing well is
not about beating up someone else; it’s about helping a potential
user visualize your solution. And consider this: If a potential client
gives you sensitive information about the competition, that probably
means that he or she is sharing your sensitive information with your
competitors — including pricing.

6. Do not bypass me to reach someone
in a corner office. If this grievance was
a premium coffee beverage, it would be
my super-grande-venti complaint. I have
witnessed this move a hundred times, and I
assure you, the second someone tries to go
over my head, my trust and support vanish.
Unfortunately, I could include many
more gripes, and I am certain I would
not be alone in a single one of them.
My best suggestion to software companies is to prepare. Do your homework
— about the product, my company and
my industry. Approach any prospect
confident in your ability to compete.
Understand my problem set, educate me
on how your tool will help me address
my challenges, tell me your plans for
ongoing development and innovation,
and then price your solution accurately
and competitively.
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growing number of logistics, transportation and distribution
companies have begun using blockchains to solve transactionrelated headaches. Perhaps the biggest advantage of the
technology is that no one company has control of all the data. Rather,
all parties contribute to the chain of information in real time, so the
need for reconciliation of each other’s internal records is removed.
There has been a lot published of late around the blockchain
buzz — much of it rather confusing. Following is a distillation
to hopefully shed some clarity: Blockchains are part of a digital
ledger with a data structure that enables the creation and sharing
of large amounts of transactions while avoiding error or fraud.
Blockchains are unlike traditional databases and ledgers because
they do not have a central administrator or authority. Instead, they
work via a decentralized, anonymous structure. The system uses
cryptography to ensure constant accuracy of every transaction.
(See infographic.)
A blockchain consists of three components: a transaction, a transaction record and a system that verifies and stores the record. Once
information is stored, it is very difficult to change or delete because
altering a record retroactively will affect all subsequent blocks in
the network. For instance, if someone were to introduce or create a
forged transaction, remove a transaction, or duplicate a transaction,

all of the other users (who have copies of
the ledger) would notice a mathematical
irregularity and reject the new piece of data.
Interestingly, the blockchain requires no
trust from its users, yet it delivers trusted
transactional data.
With these benefits in mind, it’s no wonder that the logistics field is enjoying a new
level of transparency as a result of achieving
this single truth of the status and location
of goods. For example, when an export consent document is created for a trade bank or
government, the exact same documentation
format is used from end to end, making
fraudulent annotations difficult or impossible to insert. If there are any discrepancies,
the import bank can withhold payment
until the issues are resolved. With the huge
volume of transactions in international
trade, this streamlining is a big deal.
Furthermore, Blockchain facilitates
compliance by requiring the verification of
the actual gross mass of containers before
they can be loaded on ships. Every party in
the transaction has access to a container’s
sequential events and encounters from origin to destination. And from payment- and
receipt-verification perspectives, no one can
cheat the system by misrepresenting goods,
tariffs, taxes or even entire shipments.
The opportunities for logistics, transportation and distribution companies are
truly endless, as the often painful process
of making sure everything is done right
throughout a value stream becomes much
less stressful and error-prone. Indeed, many
experts agree that blockchains are generating a less expensive, yet reliable way to
know the status of a transaction. Anyone
focused on making a process leaner will
appreciate the value this brings.

What is a blockchain?
Illustration: iStock/artishokcs

A transaction
is requested

The transaction
is broadcast to
a network
of computers
known as nodes

The network of
nodes validates
the transaction
using known
algorithms, and
any user can see it

The verified
transaction is
combined with
others to create
a new block of
data for the ledger

The new block
is added to the
existing blockchain
in a way that is
permanent and
unalterable

Because each block stores information about the previous
block, they are chained together with cryptography.
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The transaction
is complete
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The Hunt for Supply
Chain Talent Continues

T

he shortage of skilled workers, coupled with more people
leaving the workforce through retirement, is creating an
imbalance that is especially noticeable in supply chain management. One global study estimates that demand for supply chain
professionals exceeds supply by six to one, and the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics reports that the number of jobs in logistics will
grow by 26 percent between 2010 and 2020. If this deficit continues, the performance of supply chains will deteriorate — especially
as they grow in geographical span and complexity.
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Human supply chains
A human supply chain is the system that enables an organization
to have the correct talent available when and where it is needed.
Arms and Bercik (2015) say that it’s entirely possible to apply the
principles of supply chain management to supply and demand talent. They write: “Talent supply chain management involves using
the right supplier for each specific and unique hiring need as well
as establishing the right supply chain implementation; coordination; and, when necessary, remediation. ... Workforce analytics
make it possible for companies to gain insight into the overall
dynamics of internal and external factors. Talent supply chain
management is an ongoing company-wide process that needs to be
performed with careful attention to detail and full awareness of
company and talent priorities.”
Companies must develop their people-related networks if they
are to have any hope of maintaining a high level of service in their
product-related ones. Interestingly, in its simplest form, the human
supply chain is a supply and demand problem. Supply chain managers therefore should be excellent at confronting and managing it.
Unfortunately, that is not the case.

Demand shifts
Retiring employees is one of the more certain demands supply chain managers face.
This disappearing tribal knowledge will
be very difficult to replace (Mantey 2014),
particularly because many workers possess
skills that are not obvious, and, in some
cases, a single employee is the only person
who holds a piece of key data.
Furthermore, because future skillsets
will be very different than many of those
today, simply replacing retirees will not
solve the talent shortage. Cappelli (2008)
and others note that the changing work
environment is making talent forecasting difficult, if not impossible. Indeed,
today’s supply chain managers will have to
incorporate many new variables in their
functional areas over the coming years.
Robotics, big data manipulation, machine
learning and artificial intelligence techniques are enabling machines to match
or outperform humans in a range of work
activities, including ones requiring cognitive capabilities (Chui et al. 2017). These
rapid advances also make it possible for
workers to turn over the more analytical
tasks to computers and move on to activities
that require human intervention, such as
resolving problems and managing change.
Similarly, automation is both replacing
workers and helping people do their jobs
better, or creating new jobs. One interesting application is the use of exoskeletons
— devices that workers wear to enable them
to lift heavy objects more safely (McFarland
2017). The use of virtual reality to train
truck drivers (Clark 2017) is another exciting innovation. Robots already are widely
used in distribution centers, and driverless
trucks are expected to become a significant
advancement in the not-too-distant future
(Crandall and Formby 2016). 3D printing is increasingly being applied in areas
such as component manufacturing. In a
less obvious application, Leighton (2017)
describes how a startup by MIT grads is
using 3D printing to make better, more
sustainable clothes. Yet even the introduction of labor-saving machines won’t reduce
the total number of supply chain professionals required. Rather, people will be
needed to oversee these innovations.

Richard E. Crandall, PhD, CFPIM, CIRM, CSCP

Supply chain professionals also need softer skills such as change
management, collaborative problem resolution and assimilation
(Bolstorff, Trebilcock and Aschenbrand 2016). As supply chains
expand, multilingual workers will become more valuable, as will
individuals with training in social sciences, people with a stamina and
affinity for travel, and those able to effect change and be diplomatic
when dealing with people from other cultures. Likewise, as political
tensions rise, workers who are excellent negotiators will be in demand.
Supply potential
The first place to look for new talent is inside one’s own organization. Assess employees’ hard and soft skills, as well as receptiveness
to change, flexibility in job assignments and leadership potential.
Some people will be interested in moving within the organization
— sometimes to other geographic locations — while others will be
content to remain in their present positions. To find the staff members with the most promise, it’s essential to develop a comprehensive skills database for at least a portion of the workforce.
Once selected, workers will need training that is both immediate
(to make them job-ready) and ongoing (to retain proficiency). In
some cases, this education will involve classroom sessions; however, much of it will consist of on-the-job coaching or mentoring. It may be up to the individual to study by reading manuals,
watching videos or learning from colleagues.
Many companies look to universities to provide graduates
who can quickly be of value. This is especially true in the area
of supply chain management, as there are numerous graduate

When it comes to soft skills, there is simply
no substitute for on-the-job experience.
and undergraduate programs that cover a wide range of supply
chain functions. Some schools are adding advisory councils
with supply chain management professionals to offer guidance
in employer requirements and provide internships and eventual employment. Unfortunately, these efforts may not be going
far enough. There is a disconnect between industry leaders
and academics that must be bridged if universities are to fulfill
their role as supply chain talent providers, according to Fawcett
and Fawcett (2016). Their longitudinal study was discouraging:
“Study after study has shown that, for every new supply chain
manager entering the workforce, two (or more) are retiring.
Although supply chain programs are proliferating, today’s universities simply aren’t producing enough high-quality supply
chain managers to fill the need.”
Moreover, supply chain faculty can only teach students who
enroll in their classes. Children often choose a field of study that
is related to their role models. But because the variety of career
paths in supply chain management are not as apparent, this adds
to the challenge. After examining when young people decide on
a major field of study, Leon and Uddin (2016) recommend that
industry work with academia to stimulate the interest of high

school students in supply chain management careers.
The inability to teach soft skills such as
communication, integrity, professionalism,
leadership and work ethic is another big
issue. Despite the addition of team projects,
simulation games and study abroad programs to many curricula, when it comes to
soft skills, there is simply no substitute for
on-the-job experience.
Professional societies have certification
programs designed to help practitioners
who are interested in broadening and deepening their knowledge. They also provide
a service to their members by listing job
openings. Although this doesn’t necessarily
add to the corporate knowledge base, it
may help match supply with demand.
APICS recently added the position of
director of academics and research to its
staff. As Mike Ogle (2017) assumed this
position, he described his role as focusing
on the development of supply chain awareness at K-12 schools, as well as at colleges
and universities, and providing the supply
chain community with actionable thought
leadership information to help supply chain
professionals better understand the issues
and opportunities that will affect their
employers and careers.
Benefits
Organizations that successfully plan and
manage their human supply chains can
enjoy numerous benefits (Arms and Bercik
2015), including
• enhanced employee productivity and
retention, greater collaboration, heightened customer service, boosted revenue,
and overall performance advancements
• more effective deployment of talent and
optimized workforce planning
• benchmarking of internal workforce data
against external, industry-standard data
to enable a more accurate overview of
where and how workers are deployed
• the ability to pinpoint skills, talent gaps
and future needs for more proactive
strategizing and maximization of available labor categories
• a better understanding of contingent
workers and the roles they fill in order to
help avoid risk
apics.org/magazine
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• the establishment of work arrangements that are attractive to
freelancers, project workers, independent contractors, interns
and retirees — as well as expanding supplier networks to encompass a wider geographical area — for better talent pipelines.
Obstacles
There are obstacles to building an effective human supply chain as
well. For example, in a worldwide study of supply chain professionals, DHL found that one-third of the companies surveyed have
taken no steps to create their future talent pipeline (Harrington
2017). The research also revealed that changing job requirements
have the greatest impact on the talent shortage. The ongoing perceived lack of opportunity in supply chain adds to the difficulty of
attracting new talent. Plus, many companies still consider supply
chain management unimportant compared with other disciplines.
Generational differences can be problematic, particularly
because they require different approaches to recruitment and
training (Doerfler 2017) and can add to uncertainty when developing human supply chains. Digital-culture deficiencies can lead to
similar issues. In a survey of global executives, McKinsey discovered that these shortages manifest as functional and departmental
silos, a fear of taking risks, and difficulty forming and acting on a
single view of the customer (Goran, LaBerge and Srinivasan 2017).
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Lifelong learners
People are naturally resistant to change. Finding the best way to
manage that resistance is one of the more enduring challenges for
managers (Judd 2015). More than a decade ago, one of the most cited
articles about supply chains was written by a Stanford University
professor (Lee 2004). He wrote: “When it comes to improving their
supply chains, few companies take the right approach. ... Only
companies that build supply chains that are agile, adaptable and
aligned get ahead of their rivals.” Of course, agility, adaptability and
alignment all require talented supply chain professionals.
Edmondson and Saxberg (2017) offer the following challenge to
corporate leaders: “A new emphasis on lifelong learning is going to
become increasingly central to your job. … Artificial intelligence
(AI) and robotics are facilitating the automation of a growing
number of ‘doing’ tasks. Today’s AI-enabled, information-rich
tools are increasingly able to handle jobs that in the past have been
exclusively done by people — think tax returns, language translations, accounting, even some kinds of surgery. These shifts will
produce massive disruptions to employment and hold enormous
implications for you as a business leader.”
It’s a good thing that APICS members are committed to the
concept of lifelong learning. This concept will no doubt become
the new normal of the supply chain management profession.
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Staying competitive in today’s complex and dynamic automotive market requires automotive original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) to balance their demand-supply
equation. This makes it possible to not only meet customer
demand, but also optimize overhead and keep capital
expenses under control.
While the industry has significantly evolved in responding to customer
demands quickly and efficiently, it still faces a number of issues related to
effectively managing supplier capacity. These challenges lead to significant
lost capital and untapped opportunities.
So, how can OEMs ensure that the right capacities are created and
maintained? An efficient and responsive solution that continuously monitors demand signals, analyzes their components, and compares them with
supply to highlight constraints and overcapacity is a must. Such data-driven
analytical tools and techniques can offer better supply chain visibility across
different functions and help build a robust supply chain strategy through
advanced analytics.

CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
Many OEMs lack an integrated, automated capability to calculate demand
for parts based on forecasts or actual orders and the ability to compare it with
supplier-installed capacity across the entire product life cycle. Identifying
areas of risk and quantifying the effects of changes to forecast production
demand also are limited, typically resulting in demand-supply mismatch,
overused supplier capacity and compromised customer aspirations. On
many occasions, this leads to line-run-without-component situations and,
ultimately, failing to deliver vehicles on promised dates. This of course negatively affects the customer experience.
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Other key challenges facing automotive OEMs today
include the following:
• Product complexity. The uniqueness of the automotive
industry lies in its ability to offer millions of vehicle configurations to satisfy every customer segment. A feature
is a unique product functionality that differentiates a
vehicle. Each feature translates into demand for one
or more unique parts, potentially creating high product
complexities that pose challenges in parts procurement.
• High demand variability. Given the deep focus on
customer-centricity, OEMs often are forced to alter a
completed order just a few days or weeks before delivery.
This leads to high demand fluctuations and influences
downstream activities, including supplier capacity.
• Global expansion. This provides OEMs with opportunities to examine existing efficiencies that directly affect
profitability. However, it also increases the challenges
related to seamlessly integrating fluctuating demand with
supplier capacity.
• Ineffective feature-to-part mapping. A significant problem
in understanding demand signals lies in the complexity of
the feature mix and demand calculations. Customers can
choose from among hundreds of features across multiple car lines. Each option is made up of several parts. To
streamline production, it is essential to accurately estimate
part demand and enable visibility across product lines.
Furthermore, the absence of analytical methods to identify and improve data quality in capacity planning leads to
the additional challenges:
• Supplier capacity is recorded at the part level, while
demand is monitored at the feature level.
• The data used by each of the cross-functional teams
involved in demand and capacity planning is neither
connected nor transparent, making close coordination
a challenge.
• Inconsistent data across the product life cycle and limited
what-if scenario capabilities bring about significant manual effort related to supporting change management and
collaboration.
• Incomplete planning for after-sales parts demand is left
out of capacity planning.
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• Disconnected systems cause error states to go unnoticed.
• There is difficulty analyzing the impact of future allocation changes on the supply base.

REAL-WORLD SOLUTIONS
The bottom line is that automotive OEMs struggle
to connect disparate data with actionable insights.
Fortunately, there is a solution: an approach centered on
data that maximizes the value of existing information
technology tools and investments. This tactic provides
visibility to capacity information, enables what-if studies
and helps users gain access to actionable insights by connecting disparate, cross-functional data.
This data-driven solution recently was built for two
large automotive OEMs in order to help them enhance
capacity, achieve greater visibility and enable better
stakeholder decision-making. The following two case
studies illustrate the proven potential of next-generation
capacity management.
A luxury car manufacturer focuses on delivering
unique, customer-desired configurations. A global
expansion in terms of production footprint and sales
penetration led to the proliferation of product variants
offered and pressurized supplier capacity in terms of
volume and variety. Millions of configurations made
demand forecasting very challenging. Demand fluctuations affected supplier parts availability downstream,
influencing delivery performance and freight.
The issues demanded an advanced analytics solution
equipped with a capacity variance dashboard tool. Such a
tool is designed to help the business
• compare demand and capacity variance across program
and production stages
• enable what-if analysis and identify the optimal approach
to minimize capacity gaps and maintain production
using a supplier-capacity-scenario analyzer
• provide a single repository for capacity control and a
data visualization dashboard with additional reporting capability.
The highly cross-functional nature of the solution
demanded a unique approach. The product creation and

delivery cycle went through several stages, including
evaluating dependencies, limitations and challenges and
presenting them to project stakeholders and sponsors
at requirement workshops. Tools and dashboards were
designed prior to approval and finalization through
follow-up sessions with subject matter experts. The environment encompassed capacity planning data, gateways,

sources. It reduces waste and increases efficiency by
minimizing the level of manual intervention required
by all functions.
Moreover, accurate visibility into part-level demand
enables the OEMs to optimize sourcing decisions.
Real-time visibility into demand and capacity variance,
combined with the optimization engine, enhances

To streamline production, it is essential to accurately estimate
part demand and enable visibility across product lines.
a business intelligence engine and output in the form of
dashboards for cross-functional teams.
The solution collates capacity planning data from
multiple sources and drops the data at different gateways. The business intelligence engine then extracts,
integrates, transforms and displays logical data on
dashboards, providing a single source of information
to cross-functional teams. As a result, the OEM has
real-time visibility into demand and supplier capacity
variance, from program to production, along with
what-if analysis capabilities. Other benefits include
the ability to
• translate vehicle demand into part level demand
through the product life cycle
• gain up-to-date information from suppliers at the
part level to identify capacity gaps
• enhance collaboration between supplier and
buyer teams
• use intuitive dashboard features with drill-down
capability
• see instant alerts on any supply-capacity gap to
related buyers and the production planner
• identify data quality issues.
The tool also automates the process of collecting data
from multiple sources and creates specific capacity management dashboards by integrating data from various

planning, allocation and supplier capacity utilization.
In addition, by determining the implications of product
mix allocation and the derived part demand, the
automotive OEM is now in a position to avoid underor over-utilized supplier capacity.
A similarly positive result was seen by a top 10 global
automaker with customers in approximately 150 countries. The company faced supplier capacity visibility,
availability and commitment challenges. Suppliers that
had made deep cuts in capacity were recovering from
the fallout of the 2008 recession and were unwilling to
make capital investments to meet the uptick in vehicle
demand after 2013. Three different capacity planning
solutions supported three major regions, with poor
synchronization between them, resulting in visibility
challenges for regional capacity planners. Plus, regional
capacity management tools provided an inadequate
view of the demand-supply situation, especially with
increasing demand variability and regional expansion,
which caused an increase in shared parts.
The new capacity management solution focuses on
maximizing the value of the company’s existing capacity
management tools while optimizing process changes.
These shifts were required to address the parts capacity
management issues related to visibility, collaboration and
actionable insights. A proof-of-value statement described
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the end state and detailed a journey map that would help
align business and technology requirements as well as the
timeline. The statement also articulated various business
scenarios available with best-in-class capacity management
solutions and contextualized them. Existing information
infrastructure was leveraged and scaled for future needs
using hybrid digital and mainframe technologies.
The solution was designed to help the automaker
• gain visibility across different brands and regions
• integrate capacity planning with other critical business functions
• enable predictive what-if scenario analysis
• manage capacity at a part-aggregate level as opposed
to part-plant, -product or -region levels
• provide tactical support for incident response and recovery
• manage supplier collaboration
• handle volume fluctuations with modified allocations
through predefined workflows.
Today, the capacity management tool is heightening
efficiency and productivity and generating business value
by offering a holistic, integrated, insights-driven user
experience. It provides full visibility into joint capacity
requirements for common parts. Increased volumes enable
the automaker to get better negotiated rates on the materials
and services procured. Additionally, optimal cross-regional
capacity utilization has lowered premium freight charges
while improving the absorption of demand fluctuations has
brought down tooling and investment costs.
Better visualization of long- and short-term volume
variance, global part visibility, actionable insights and
an enhanced what-if scenario analysis around demand
f luctuations provide the automaker with significant
operational advantages. In addition, access to dashboards
covering capacity challenges by individual part — and
alerts in the supplier ecosystem — equip capacity planners with actionable insights.
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Finally, the digitized and mobile-compatible solution is
based on a scalable network, enabling simple future business developments, while the need for reduced computing
power leads to lower hardware requirements and significant cost savings. This, in turn, makes it possible for the
company to optimize its supplier capacity management
and compete successfully in the evermore challenging
automotive market.
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reating optimum flow is one of the
core principles of lean philosophy.
Effective flow enables companies to
deliver products and services in a
shorter period of time, have significantly less work in process (WIP),
and be more flexible and adaptable with changes in
customer specifications. There are two types of flow:
pull and push.
The APICS Dictionary defines pull systems as “the
production of items only as demanded for use or to
replace those taken.” These strategies work effectively
in businesses that have short lead times or that make
products with short shelf lives. Push is explained as
“the production of items at time required by a given
schedule planned in advance.” In other words, goods
are produced based on demand forecasts of what the
company thinks customers will want. Push strategies are

FORTUNATELY,
THERE ARE SEVERAL
OPTIONS TO COSTEFFECTIVELY INCREASE
PROCESS CAPACITY.
appropriate for businesses with long lead times or that
are cyclical in nature — for instance, stocking shelves
for the holidays.
Following is a practical, three-step approach to analyzing the flow of an operation — in this instance, a fulfillment process — by finding the takt time, identifying
bottlenecks and streamlining operations. Importantly,
this methodology can be applied without significant
investments in capital equipment or adding headcount.
FIND TAKT TIME AND CAPACITY
The first step is answering the question, What is the
customer demand? To figure this out, review historical orders over the past 12-18 months to get a sense if
demand is steady, increasing, decreasing or volatile. Look
for patterns in demand such as seasonality. Ask sales
and forecasting departments about their projections for
orders on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. Meet with
40
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product development professionals to better anticipate
new product rollouts and timing.
The heartbeat of this synchronized system is known
as takt time. The name comes from the German term
for rhythm. As the APICS Dictionary explains, takt time
“sets the pace of production to match the rate of customer demand and becomes the heartbeat of any lean
production system.” Takt time is calculated as:
Takt time = Available production time
Customer demand
For example, assume demand is 10,000 orders per month
or 500 orders per day. The hours of operation are 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. with two 15-minute breaks and 30 minutes for lunch,
making available production time 8 hours or 480 minutes.
Takt time = 480 minutes per day = 0.96 minutes
per order
500 orders per day
This result means that one order should be completed every 0.96 minutes in order to meet customer
demand. Notice that takt time ignores the amount of
labor or machines.
Next, analyze the operation. Begin by determining
capacity — in other words, the number of units that can
be filled each day. Knowing the capacity of an operation
helps determine the extent to which demand can be
met. First, find the process time of each step. The APICS
Dictionary tells us that process time is “the time during
which the material is being changed, whether through a
machining operation or an assembly.” (See Figure 1.)
Now, it’s possible to calculate the capacity, or maximum
number of items that can be processed by a resource in
each time period. A resource can be labor or equipment.
For this exercise, assume one worker per step and that
available production time is 8 hours per day. The capacity
for step 1 (pick) is as follows:
Capacity = Available production time =
Process time per unit
480 minutes per day = 960 units
0.50 minutes per unit per day
Next, take the result and calculate capacity. (See Figure 2.)

Figure 1. Sample process times

Step

Description

Figure 2. Sample capacity

Process
Time / Unit
(seconds)

Step

Process
Time / Unit
(minutes)

Description

Process
Time / Unit
(seconds)

Process
Time / Unit
(minutes)

Capacity
(Units / Day)

1

Pick

30

0.50

1

Pick

30

0.50

960

2

Inspect

10

0.17

2

Inspect

10

0.17

2,280

3

Pack

60

1.00

3

Pack

60

1.00

480

4

Label

10

0.17

4

Label

10

0.17

2,280

5

Seal

5

0.08

5

Seal

5

0.08

5,760

Figure 3. Sample capacity utilization

Step

Description

Process Time /
Unit (seconds)

Process Time /
Unit (minutes)

Capacity (Units/
Day)

Capacity
Utilization

1

Pick

30

0.50

960

50%

2

Inspect

10

0.17

2,280

17%

3

Pack

60

1.00

480

100%

4

Label

10

0.17

2,280

17%

5

Seal

5

0.08

5,760

8%

IDENTIFY BOTTLENECKS
Once capacity for each step in the process has been
calculated, determine the capacity for the overall operation.
To do this, first identify the bottlenecks. A bottleneck is any
limiting resource or the slowest step in a process. According
to the APICS Dictionary, a bottleneck can be a “facility,
function, department or resource whose capacity is less
than the demand placed upon it. For example, a bottleneck
machine or work center exists where jobs are processed at
a slower rate than they are demanded.” Figure 2 shows that
step 3 (pack) has the lowest capacity (480 units per day)
and is, thus, the bottleneck.
Another way to analyze processes is by identifying
the capacity utilization, which is a measure of how

much of the capacity of an operation is being used.
This highlights where there may be excess slack in the
system. Capacity utilization is expressed as a ratio of the
amount of resources being used divided by the amount
of resources available in that time period. (See Figure 3.)
The capacity utilization for step 1 (pick) is:
Capacity utilization (step 1) = 480 units per day = 50%
960 units per day
In other words, the pick step is being used 50 percent
of the time, assuming 480 units (the maximum) are
produced each day. This means that the pick resource
could potentially be idle the other 50 percent of the time.
apics.org/magazine
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STREAMLINE OPERATIONS
Now that this key operational data has been determined, it’s time to improve and streamline the process.

An operator-loading chart is one of the most effective
ways to visually see process times at each step relative
to the takt time. (See Figure 4.) Again, packing is the
bottleneck that exceeds takt time. Consequently, the
current process configuration cannot meet the customer
demand of 500 orders per day.
Fortunately, there are several options to cost-effectively
increase process capacity.
Distribute the work to underutilized workers. The
operator-loading chart indicates that the pick, inspect,
label and seal stations have a significant amount of buffer
in terms of process time relative to the takt time. One
option to consider would be sharing half of the pack work
with inspect workers. This would mean adding 30 seconds
of process time to the inspect workers while removing
30 second of process time from the pack workers. Figure 5

Optimizing Assembly: A Case Study
Proterra Inc. is a designer and manufacturer of
zero-emission heavy-duty vehicles, which are in high
demand. With the goal of 100 percent customer satisfaction, delivery dates can be rigid and aggressive, leaving
little room for inefficient flow of product through its
assembly processes.
Originally, assembly comprised seven main stations,
which were
1. body prep
2. underbody assembly
3. interior electrical assembly
4. rooftop assembly
5. interior mechanical assembly
6. interior fit and finish plus battery installation
7. vehicle commissioning.
The demand is 50 electric buses per year, making
takt time about 1 bus every week. Of the seven stations, body prep was Proterra’s bottleneck because
it required 99 labor hours by six workers per bus. This
put capacity at only .40 units per week and, hence,
capacity utilization at 100 percent. Although body
prep was by far the biggest bottleneck, many other
stations also were bottlenecks relative to takt time.
In fact, the only station with available capacity was
vehicle commissioning.

Due to the nature of Proterra’s processes, the line
could not be balanced by reallocating work. Instead, it
was necessary to disaggregate or distribute tasks across
a longer assembly process. Many of the operations that
happen within each station require serial completion.
This means workers must wait for certain tasks to be
complete by other associates before they can proceed
with their own work.
Proterra decision-makers chose to split assembly processes into 13 smaller, more manageable stations. With
this more balanced approach, work was redistributed
effectively and processes rearranged to allow for tasks to
be done in parallel.
Moreover, after reviewing the new operation’s setup, it
was discovered that excess time was being spent moving
materials from the warehouse to the point of use. The
warehouse was trying to maintain and distribute components all the way down to the fastener level; meanwhile, delivery to some stations forced workers to cross
the entire operations center. Seeing the opportunity
to eliminate several nonvalue-added activities, Proterra
rearranged its warehouse and fulfillment centers. Mobile
carts were developed to give workers easy access to tools.
And large quantities of small, low-value parts, such as
nuts and bolts, now are stored in the work stations on
racks to eliminate wasted time.

Of course, in reality, businesses rarely allow resources to
remain idle. Instead, workers or machines continue producing at each step. The result is excess WIP — defined
by the APICS Dictionary as “a good or goods in various
stages of completion throughout the plant, including
all material from raw material that has been released for
initial processing up to completely processed material awaiting final inspection and acceptance as finished
goods inventory.” Excess WIP in a fulfillment center, a
factory floor or even a service operation can lead to many
unintended consequences including lost items, missing
paperwork, less usable space and damage.
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Figure 4. Operator-Loading Chart
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Figure 5. Improved Operator-Loading Chart
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Figure 6. Further Improved Operator-Loading Chart
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DON’T OVERLOOK
THE POWER OF
CREATING A SAFE
WORK ENVIRONMENT
AS A METHOD
FOR INCREASING
OPERATING TIME.
shows the new, balanced operator-loading chart. Note
that none of the steps exceed the takt time. Equally
important, daily capacity has increased significantly.
Distributing work may not always be possible where
there are physical constraints or limited tools and equipment. It does require cross-training and may necessitate
adding tools and machines.
Consolidate work functions. The original operatorloading chart illustrates that the label and seal steps are
sequential, are inherently similar in scope and have sufficient buffer time to consider consolidating. This consolidation also would free up one worker for other activities.
Figure 6 shows the operator-loading chart with these
improvements implemented.
Reduce the batch size. Until now, it has been assumed
that orders in the fulfillment example are processed or
batched one at a time at each step, a practice called
one-piece flow. There are many benefits of one-piece

flow including minimizing process time, keeping WIP at its
lowest level and increasing flexibility to respond to customer
changes. The downside is that there may be additional costs
associated with more frequent setups for changeovers.
On the other hand, consider what would happen if the
fulfillment operation completed orders in batches of five.
In other words, work would only be released to the next
step after five orders were completed from the previous
step. Figure 7 shows the impact of this configuration.
The main benefit would be achieving economies of scale
through bulk discounts from material suppliers and
fewer changeovers. However, batching does have its limitations: Process time increases, which reduces capacity,
and WIP builds up.
Increase available operating time. This can be achieved
by reducing defects and, therefore, reducing the time
associated with rework. Some tactics to increase operating time include
• setting up fulfillment work stations before business
hours so the frontline can hit the ground running
• shortening changeover processes
• eliminating nonvalue-added activities, such as
excess motion, by placing supplies and tools closer
to work stations
• decreasing idle minutes due to equipment downtime
with more frequent preventive maintenance
• maintaining adequate inventory levels to prevent
work stoppages
• conducting routine maintenance, upgrades and
inventory cycle counts during off-hours

Figure 7. Sample with batches

Step
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Description

Process Time /
Unit (seconds)

Process Time /
Unit (minutes)

Batch

Process Time /
Batch (minutes)

Capacity
(Units / Day)

1

Pick

30

0.50

5

2.5

192

2

Inspect

10

0.17

5

0.8

576

3

Pack

60

1.00

5

5.0

96

4

Label

10

0.17

5

0.8

576

5

Seal

5

0.08

5

0.4

1,152

• scheduling lunches at the end of a shift or staggering
breaks to minimize delays and create a more continuous workflow.
Finally, don’t overlook the power of creating a safe
work environment as a method for increasing operating
time. It’s not only the right thing to do for employees, but
it also prevents downtime from work-related injuries.

interpret key tools. These initiatives will help satisfy
customers, engage employees in key processes and
ensure the business is profitable.

KEEPING THE FLOW
Effective flow is key to meeting customer demand
while optimizing resources. Share this approach
with frontline workers, explain concepts such as takt
time and bottlenecks, and demonstrate how to use and

Michael A. M. Bork is a senior engineer with Proterra Inc.,
a designer and manufacturer of zero-emission heavy-duty
vehicles. He may be contacted at mbork@proterra.com.

Peter J. Sherman, CSCP, is managing partner at Riverwood
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KNOW
WHO YOU
ARE DOING
BUSINESS
WITH

ransparency in global supply chains is vital. Without
it, it’s impossible to anticipate and manage supplier
risk, minimize supply chain disruptions, prevent
litigation, and protect your brand. Unfortunately, for
years now, global supply chains have been a bit of a
murky business. As the impact of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act ripples across the globe — alongside
increasing antibribery and corruption regulation and
enforcement in many Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries
— the pressure for supply chains to be transparent
continues to mount.
Many companies in the retail, telecommunication
and technology sectors have lagged in getting up to
speed with antibribery and corruption compliance,
especially when compared to some in the financial and
industrial sectors. Businesses that do not have strong
and effective third-party compliance processes can face
multimillion-dollar fines. Furthermore, revelations of
corruption erode consumer trust — which, once lost, is
tough to win back.

The risks of third-party relationships

Whenever there is corruption within a supply chain,
it means the honest money that is being invested is
likely going to be used for something bad. Consider,
for example, what happened to Rolls-Royce PLC
when the U.K.’s Serious Fraud Office found that the
world-renowned engineering firm failed to prevent
bribery in China, India and other markets. The
wrongdoing included payment of large sums of money
and gifts of luxury cars to intermediaries in connection with multimillion-dollar contracts in these
countries. Significant capital was wasted on bribes,
and, in the end, Rolls-Royce was fined more than
$800 million. Add to that the potential price of internal investigations and the damage that comes with
decreased employee morale and customer confidence,
48
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and the total cost of corruption in a supply chain can
top billions of dollars.
Lack of transparency also can devalue a business on
the stock market. Revelations of a bribery investigation often shock a company’s stock price, as investors
worry about the hidden risks of mismanaged capital
and potential fines. Likewise, corruption scandals can
dissuade socially conscious investors from investing in
a company. Impact investing is on the rise, as more and
more people today expect organizations to be transparent about their environmental, social and governance impacts. According to the Global Sustainable
Investment Alliance, more than $22 trillion of assets
were managed under responsible investment strategies
in 2016 — an increase of 25 percent compared to 2014.

Turn compliance into an advantage

Transparency in the supply chain goes beyond eliminating risk. It also can be a great opportunity to be more
competitive in the global marketplace. For example,
in recent decades, a number of Asia-Pacific countries
have received bad press for human rights violations and
corruption. As a result of the perceived brand and reputational risks, many organization leaders in developed
countries have become more skeptical about doing
business in these regions.
To counteract this, some Asia-Pacific companies are
turning compliance and ethics to their advantage by
taking the appropriate steps to comply with the same
requirements as the companies to which they sell. For
instance, Japanese chemical and cosmetics company Kao
Corporation promotes the fact that it is one of the most
compliant and ethical businesses in the world. Wearing

transparency and compliance as a badge of honor helps
soothe partner and investor concerns about corruption
and human rights issues.
This concept also applies to organizations in developed
countries that are looking to do business in higher-risk
nations. If a German manufacturer wants to sell its goods
and services in China, for instance, it is equally important
to prove to the Chinese market that it is an ethical
supplier because transparency in third-party relationships
and compliance with the Chinese Criminal Code speeds
up engagement with potential buyers.

Practical due diligence

There is no doubt that better due diligence on third-party
relationships improves transparency within the global
supply chain. Yet the fact is, for many organizations —
particularly those with tens of thousands of vendors —
conducting this due diligence is a massive challenge. Just
running a simple internet search on each vendor would

Figure 1: Supply chain risk factors and examples

RISK FACTOR

EXAMPLES

Political

Governmental policies regarding taxation, labor, importation and exportation, as well as general
political stability

Economic

Financial health issues, including layoffs; bankruptcy; or macroeconomics, such as a recession affecting
an entire industry or volatility of commodity prices

Societal

Issues related to the supplier code of conduct that could influence company reputation, including human
rights abuses, child labor, or problems with worker health and safety

Technical

Factors such as cybertheft, power outages, obsolescence and port closures, which affect the cost, quality
and distribution of a commodity

Legal

Legal supplier issues such as product recalls, false advertising or litigation — or, on a macro level,
regulations and enforcement activities that change the way business is done

Environmental

Extreme weather conditions, pollution, pandemic, and other natural or manmade risk events that could
impair the supply chain
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What Is the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development?
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) is a forum where the governments of 34 democracies
with market economies work together, as well as with more
than 70 nonmember economies, in order to promote economic
growth, prosperity and sustainable development. The member
countries account for 63 percent of world GDP, three-quarters
of all trade and 18 percent of global population.
The OECD provides a setting where governments can compare
policy experiences, seek answers to common problems, identify good practices, and coordinate domestic and international
policies. Members share their experiences in order to discover
solutions to common problems, such as how to
• restore confidence in markets and institutions to help
organizations function
• establish healthy public finances as a basis for future
sustainable economic growth
• foster and support new sources of growth through innovation,
environmentally friendly strategies and the development of
emerging economies
• ensure that people of all ages can gain the skills to work
productively in the jobs of tomorrow.
In addition, the OECD aims to understand what drives economic, social and environmental change; measure productivity and global flows of trade and investment; and analyze and
compare data to predict future trends. This information is used
to set international standards on a wide range of issues, from
agriculture to the safety of chemicals. The common thread of the
work done is a shared commitment to market economies backed
by democratic institutions and a focus on the well-being of all
people. For more than 50 years, the OECD has been a source of
policy analysis and internationally comparable statistical, economic and social data.
Together with its sister agencies, the International Energy
Agency and the Nuclear Energy Agency, the OECD helps both
members and nonmembers confront the challenges of a global
economy by promoting sound energy policies that further economic growth; energy security; free markets; and safe, clean and
efficient use of resources. The intention is to reduce worldwide
environmental impact and foster innovation.

take countless working hours, and, even then, the results
might not be able to ensure compliance with antibribery
and corruption legislation. Hiring an external law firm
to conduct the due diligence is a good option, but costly.
So, how can you guarantee transparency within your
supply chain without wasting time and money? The key
is organizing your supply base by risk factors and tiers.
Following are some strategies to help you accomplish
this objective:
• Begin by segmenting your suppliers based on their
relative risk.
• Create formal categories, including political, economic, societal, technical, legal and environmental.
(See Figure 1.)
• Evaluate the importance of the product being supplied
and the time it would take to switch vendors.
• Focus on collecting the right data and getting the
type of information that can make a positive impact
on the whole organization.
In addition, you may consider using an ongoing
monitoring program. This is a solution that automatically notifies companies if a third-party supplier is
connected to criminal activity, is politically exposed,
or poses a greater risk of corruption and bribery. These
global databases also can link information, including
names and addresses, to the right people and entities so
users can verify the true identities of the suppliers they
are working with.

Clearing the waters

We are facing some of the greatest global supply chain
challenges in history. In this environment, accurate,
timely, third-party supply chain data is a true competitive advantage because it enables transparent business
practices. Transparency is an essential method for
protecting your organization from the risk of financial
and reputational recriminations and enabling heightened operations.
Charles Thomas is director of antibribery and corruption
for LexisNexis Risk Solutions, a global data, technology and
analytics company that helps corporations manage thirdparty risk and comply with legislation. He may be contacted
at charles.thomas@lexisnexisrisk.com.
To comment on this article, send a message to feedback@apics.org.
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Find an APICS seminar near you:
̥ Principles and Practices of Inventory Accuracy
̥ Principles of Distribution and Logistics
̥ Principles of Sales and Operations Planning
̥ Sales and Operations Planning Workshop
̥ Principles and Practices of Demand Management
̥ Supply Chain Risk Management
̥ Principles and Practices of Material
Requirements Planning

See the schedule and register: www.apics.org/events
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BUILDING A

THE RIGHT WAY
BY AJAI VASUDEVAN, GAURAV GOEL
AND SHREYAS SHUKLA
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Every supply chain function, process and system
must be involved in the race to unlock the benefits
of digitization. As this rapid disruption continues
to displace traditional networks, the digital
exhaust that is engulfing the sector, coupled with
an ongoing data deluge, is affecting all supply
chain elements and forcing organization leaders
to rethink how they do business.
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n order to maximize the value of going digital, it’s essential to understand what a digital
supply chain encompasses. Digital supply
chains are built upon web-enabled capabilities. They make the most of connectivity,
system integration and the data-producing
abilities of smart components, typically
through the Internet of Things (IOT). The APICS
Dictionary defines IOT as “an environment in which
objects, animals or people are provided with unique
identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or humanto-computer interaction.”
IOT enables objects to be sensed and controlled
remotely across existing network infrastructure,
creating opportunities for more direct integration
between the physical world and computer-based systems. Experts believe it could generate enough business
value to bring about the fourth industrial revolution,
Industry 4.0. Successful companies will enhance
value and revenue through IOT by creating new business models and improving productivity, exploiting
analytics for innovation and transforming their workforces. According to the Accenture report “Driving
Unconventional Growth through the Industrial
Internet of Things,” this has the potential to generate
$12 trillion of global gross domestic product by 2030.

The first step in attaining such a network is to replace
outmoded systems and processes with those that can
add value at every point in the supply chain. Moreover,
a digital perspective by way of analytics can provide a
new way of reading customer expectations and competitor movements. In certain cases, it even can dictate
marketplace demand for products and services that did
not exist before.
According to the Cisco Systems report “Innovative
Manufacturers Recognize the Potential of Industrial
IOT and Digitization,” 33 percent of the market is at
some stage of adoption, but more than half (52 percent)
of companies are not investing in digitization and
therefore risk being disrupted. The report also asserts
that this digital disruption will affect nearly 40 percent
of businesses over the next three-to-five years.
When embarking on the journey to digitize supply
chains, it’s important for supply chain management
professionals to understand the difference between traditional networks — on which a digital layer has been
forcibly fused to provide digital capabilities — and a
network that has been built on top of a solid foundation
of digital capabilities. Achieving digital transformation
is not easy, so a truly digitally enabled supply chain
must be proactively network- and analytics-driven.
Following are three essential questions to ask before
building a digital supply chain.

Photos: iStock/hiphotos35/ monsitj
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Figure 1: Internal characteristics of traditional, hybrid and digital supply chains

TRADITIONAL
PEOPLE

• Multitaskers
• Problem solvers
• Operational
• Siloed

• Linear and repetitive tasks
• Manual treatment of exception
PROCESS scenarios
• Supply-controlled processes
• Standard, off the shelf systems
TECHNOLOGY • Template-based data requiring
manipulation

1. What are the drawbacks of a traditional
supply chain?
As organizations grow, they often experience a duplicity of roles and skill sets, which leads to a significant
amount of effort being diverted toward information that
is regional or local in nature. Coordination activities are
required with regional entities in order to access the data
and overcome the related challenges of mismatching
templates, systems or data structures.
In addition, technology systems and automation
plans frequently are set up with an extremely limited
scope. They are designed to meet the requirements of
small organizational units already working in silos,
thus complicating the landscape even further. This
is repeated across the business, giving birth to more
redundant and complex processes, as well as a web of
legacy systems that have steep learning curves due to
the high degree of customization required.
Complexity in the new normal of global organizations and physically disbursed supply parameters is
increasing, causing the company to experience
• difficulty getting the right data in a timely fashion
• challenges when using available data to make
smart decisions
• the absence of adequate knowledge of technologies
and processes
• lack of direction or involvement from leadership
• insufficient support from cross-functional talent

HYBRID

DIGITAL

• Domain experts
• Broad roles and responsibilities
• Siloed with a sharing mentality

• Specialists with deep domain
expertise
• Strong focus on analytics
• Integrated and collaborative

• Simple, highly customized tools
that assist with specific tasks
• Manual addressing of exceptions
• Supply-controlled processes with
focus on forecasting horizons

• Specialists with deep domain
expertise
• Strong focus on analytics
• Integrated and collaborative

• Customized tools and systems
• Automated data procurement with
manual manipulation

• On-demand, real-time data
• Systems with customizable or
reprogrammable components

• incomplete knowledge of key industry best practices
• spending that is disproportionate to the amount of time
performing maintenance and administrative activities.

2. What are the benefits of a digitally
enabled supply chain?
Organizations with digitally enabled supply chains can
gain advantages in almost all areas of their networks.
In fact, even those on their way to a digital supply
chain — currently using a hybrid approach — enjoy
significant rewards. (See Figure 1.)
Specifically, digitization can improve forecasting accuracy through faster data dissemination and
high-end statistical analysis. Likewise, when reliable
data is readily available, the time required to generate
a production plan is drastically reduced. Also, in a
digital world, orders can be received from multiple
channels and be automatically processed based on
complete inventory visibility, leaving out the need to
touch the orders unless there are exception scenarios
to be managed.
These days, production dates often are missed
because supply is constrained, material is delayed
on the shop floor or items arrive to the shop floor
damaged. In a digital world, transit information for
products can be constantly supplied to planners and,
in any given situation, re-planning can be done in real
time to avoid production delays.
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Digital supply chains also streamline the integration
of various supply chain elements and make key data
more easily available. This enables the network to move
toward advanced-analytics-based decision-making,
eventually bringing about more informed strategies.
The data also helps supply chain professionals understand customer behavior and preferences and respond
by placing products accordingly at retailers.
Data visibility and real-time tracking also can significantly improve risk management and threats assessment.
They highlight and help minimize risks at each node of

Digitization not only provides
end-to-end supply chain
visibility, but also transforms
manual processes.
the supply chain through data automation and heightened
monitoring. Supply chain professionals can employ structured, real-time data to perform analyses and gain actionable insights in order to successfully address common
shortcomings and risks. Similarly, it’s possible to use the
same factors to predict whether a product will reach the
customer for outbound shipment of finished goods. This
enables companies to create contingency plans.

3. How do I build a digital supply chain?
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Improving supply chain visibility and intelligence to
enable better decision-making is a top priority for manufacturers globally. According to the Cisco report, today’s
best-in-class digital manufacturers are experiencing
dramatic outcomes. Stanley Black & Decker reduced its
labeling error rate by 16 percent, Sub-Zero cut new product
introduction time by 20 percent, and FANUC America
reduced downtime and saved $40 million in the process.
One key lesson learned by companies such as these is
that digitization can advance supply chain efficiencies, but
not in an isolated fashion or without defining the specific
points along the supply chain where value can be added.

4: Form partnerships to
facilitate execution.
3: Assess challenge versus
capability versus cost.

2: Reimagine processes.

1: Know what to digitize.

Digitization opportunities, such as process automation,
must be combined with stringent rules-driven processes
that ensure that the solution benefits users, customers and
the organization. (See Figure 2.)
In addition, for digitization to fully enable processes
to become collaborative and transparent, initiatives
should be designed that encourage stakeholders to be
connected and collaborative. Developing a common
tool to support the supply chain over subsidiaries and
geographies enables better management at touchpoints
and with users, associates, partners, suppliers, vendors
and customers. In this way, digitization can support
how professionals view their businesses and functions
as a whole while providing the flexibility to identify
region- and customer-centric focal points and develop
micro strategies in order to be more successful globally.
When building a digital supply chain, organizations
face challenges they are not always equipped to overcome
with internal capabilities alone. Again, they must partner
with key stakeholders to find solutions. Such cooperation
models require companies to be agile with their processes,
systems and knowledge frameworks. This is especially
necessary when bringing in specialized partners or building a specific capability quickly. Using available digital
avenues and networks provides fast access to solutions
that exist in the marketplace, sometimes even overseas.

Figure 2: Steps to
achieving digitization

Implementing digital supply chains can have a significant impact on any company. Decision-making becomes
dynamic, new governance models are designed and
implemented, and employee roles are enhanced.
Collaboration is essential during this shift, as technologies offer an extraordinary level of coordination
among team members, irrespective of their locations.
By giving these teams access to real-time data and
insights, more accurate and timely decisions will be
made. Best of all, many of these plans eventually can
be automated to ensure that the supply chain behaves
as a single, coherent and optimized entity.
Ajai Vasudevan has more than 20 years of experience in
strategy, operations and technology in the automotive and
industrial products sector. He may be contacted at ajai.
vasudevan@gmail.com.
Gaurav Goel has more than 14 years of experience in the
manufacturing industry, primarily focusing on business
transformations, supply chain optimization, process
improvement and technology. He may be contacted at
goel01@gmail.com.

Digital way of life

Shreyas Shukla is a consultant with a focus on projects in
the automotive industry dealing with supply chain and sales
and operations planning. He may be contacted at inbox.
shreyas.shukla@gmail.com.

Digitization not only provides end-to-end supply
chain visibility, but also transforms manual processes.

To comment on this article, send a message to feedback@apics.org.
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By Henry Canitz, CPIM

MAKING THE CASE FOR

INTEGRATED
BUSINESS PLANNING
Increasingly, company executives are viewing supply chain functions
as critical to business success. This shift has driven initiatives across
organizations that aim to improve performance, lead to more effective
decision-making processes, and balance and align supply and demand.
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ccording to the Aberdeen Group report “Sales and
Operations Planning: Strategies for Managing
Complexity within Global Supply Chains,” being
best in class versus a laggard in these areas can
result in a 47 percent increase in year-over-year gross
profit margins, a 2.7 percent decrease in year-over-year
cash-to-cash cycle time, a 28 percent improvement in
orders that are on-time-in-full and a 31 percent better
forecast accuracy three months out.
Research firms, solution providers, subject matter
experts and even end users have difficulty agreeing on
an industry standard term for this process. Some refer
to it as sales and operations planning (S&OP) or sales,
inventory and operations planning (SIOP); in the retail
world, you can find merchandizing, inventory and operations execution (MIOE), or simply integrated planning;
and others opt for integrated business planning (IBP).
Regardless of the name, its importance to company health
is obvious, as it can significantly lower costs, increase
agility, improve customer service and boost profits.
The industry may settle on a term one day. Until then,
three overlapping concepts — executional, tactical and
strategic planning — can help clarify the objectives and
potential of this methodology.
Executional planning deals with balancing and
aligning supply and demand in the near-term, often
within the span of a planning cycle. Decisions tend to
be prompted by exceptions and disruptions — and
thus are made on the fly to ensure customer orders are
met and financial objectives are made. This near-term
planning horizon involves workflow; exception-based
messaging; alerts; and visibility to supply, demand and
transportation. Often, specific scenarios are analyzed
— for example, if a customer order can be accepted, if
people should work overtime or if expedited shipping
is the best option.
Tactical planning encompasses just a few months
to 18 months or more, depending on the business.
The goal is to plan at an aggregated level and then

make effective midcourse adjustments in resources and
partners in order to respond to changes in demand.
Activities include new product introduction planning,
decisions about product life cycles, product-familylevel demand projections, running high-level capacity
analyses, optimizing inventory positions and making
any adjustments that are necessary to meet expected
demand while aligning with company objectives.

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAINS ARE
ALWAYS IN MOTION.
A multitude of scenarios can be run, including optimistic versus pessimistic plans, inventory postponement trade-offs, whether to add suppliers or production
capacity, transportation and warehousing alternatives,
and more.
Strategic planning describes high-level balancing
and alignment over a long time horizon. Companies
may look out three, five or 10 years to plan for new
category introductions, moving a plant or warehouse,
or entering new countries or regions. Some call this IBP,
while others also include tactical and strategic activities
under the IBP umbrella. Alternative scenarios are used
to make financial projections, plan investments and
compare potential strategies through volumetric and
financial metrics.
With these three concepts in mind, consider the following breakdowns of the different tactics:
• S&OP is an integrated business management process
through which an executive team continually achieves
focus, alignment and synchronization among all functions of the organization. In practice, S&OP processes
rarely stretch far enough to cover all the bases of integrated, tactical and strategic business planning and tend
to focus on developing a demand consensus or tactical
volumetric supply and demand balancing.
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MAKING THE CASE FOR

INTEGRATED
BUSINESS PLANNING
EFFECTIVE IBP REQUIRES
ALL BUSINESS PLANNING
EFFORTS ACROSS ALL
TIME HORIZONS
TO BE SYNCHRONIZED.
• SIOP is, frankly, a superf luous attempt to emphasize the importance of inventory. It’s unnecessary,
but if you need to use this term to move your program forward, please continue to do so. Like S&OP,
most SIOP processes focus on tactical volumetric
balancing, rather than delivering true integrated
planning capabilities.
• MIOE aims to establish a periodic planning process that
meets the requirements of each business function,
integrates company strategy with execution activities, and balances supply and demand while exceeding
customer expectations. Retail planning activities —
including merchandize planning, allocation, replenishment, and distribution and transportation — parallel
the elements of what manufacturers call S&OP.
• IBP focuses on ensuring continuous alignment among
demand, inventory, supply and manufacturing plans
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on the one hand, and between the tactical and strategic
business plans on the other, in an effort to maximize
operational performance and meet financial objectives. IBP is a fairly new competitive weapon for supply
chain leaders in the battle to accelerate, direct and
optimize business decisions for both near- and longterm planning. IBP encompasses S&OP, SIOP and MIOE
across all time horizons.
Whether key stakeholders hail from sales, inventory,
marketing, purchasing, production or finance functions,
they are all from the same business and engaged in planning activities that are closely integrated. In this way, IBP
is the best term to describe the regular actions, behaviors
and processes that heighten performance, bring about
better decision-making, and optimize supply and demand.

ENSURE IBP SUCCESS
The following step-by-step checklist comprises the main
capabilities necessary to maximize IBP:
1. Smoothly integrate S&OP and strategic planning
under one comprehensive process. Align and synchronize your strategic and tactical planning, including
S&OP, annual operations, and financial and strategic
business planning. IBP should encompass strategic
plans, initiatives, activities, and regional and multidivisional operational plans.
2. Perform fast simulations, comparisons and what-if
scenarios. You need unprecedented global visibility
in order to drive a higher level of proactive decision-making. Make sure your team can model the
entire supply chain, including plants, suppliers, storage facilities, partner capabilities, customer locations
and lanes of transportation, so you can identify any
disconnects between supply and demand months or
years in advance.
3. Compare actual performance to the plan. Global
supply chains are always in motion. You need to
quickly detect the differences between plans and
actuals and then respond in an efficient manner. The
ability to sense and highlight shifts in the extended
supply chain — particularly as they relate to the
agreed-upon plan — is vital. Then, you should be
able to suggest an optimal solution while adhering
to predetermined company goals and objectives
through multiple scenario comparisons.
4. Develop plans that evaluate both financial and volumetric performance. Establishing one comprehensive plan that spans strategic and tactical horizons
reveals the true merits of multiple alternative paths.

Break away from silos, and combine information
from sales, marketing, production, procurement,
transportation, finance and external partners in
a single system to keep your team aligned while
streamlining planning processes and responding
effectively to supply chain disruptions or new
opportunities. A good question to ask is, In addition
to balancing financial criteria against constraints,
demand prioritization and customer service objectives, can we analyze alternative scenarios based
on revenue, profit, capacities, customer service and
other critical business metrics?
5. Plan across global, regional and multidivisional organizations. Although global supply chains continue to
increase in complexity, often the biggest opportunities
for cost reduction and customer service improvements
lie in the ability to manage the entire supply chain as
a system. It’s important to be able to adapt to regional
differences in business processes, currencies, objectives,
metrics and supply chain structures in order shift
regional plans into a consolidated strategy and identify
previously hidden opportunities.
6. Assess timing, impact and risk of new product
introductions. With the number and frequency of
launches on the rise, the need to address this area is
critical because the most difficult planning problems
often occur here. New product planning often takes
place across multiple functions or even organizations.
IBP can help facilitate this process through collaborative workflow and active messaging. In addition, the
ability to compare the performance of a new product
to the agreed-upon plan, quickly identify deviations
and provide rich what-if analysis plays a major role in
determining appropriate actions.
7. Visualize operational risk and develop mitigation
plans. Disruptions happen more often in today’s globally complex supply chains. For many, it’s only a matter
of when, where and how often disruptions will affect
customer service and company profitability. The ability
to visualize operational risk with enough detail, accuracy and lead time to successfully mitigate the potential
hazards is a key business capability. You must sense
disruptions and highlight data to enable management
by exception. Again, powerful what-if analyses, network
scenarios and graphical comparisons help identify an
optimal response.
8. Model your business over multiple time horizons.
Most organizations perform both short-term tactical
and long-term planning, at least in some form. In

many cases, these processes land on conflicting paths
forward because the planning is disconnected and run
by different sets of people using different data, assumptions and supporting systems. Effective IBP requires all
business-planning efforts across all time horizons to
be synchronized. IBP is an effective tool in this regard
because it supports the needs of all planning efforts
and makes it easier for changes made in one plan to be
reflected in others at the appropriate levels of aggregation and in suitable units and time horizons.
9. Evaluate alternate product aggregations. Every business
function needs to plan at different levels of aggregation to support its goals. Purchasing considers data by
supplier; manufacturing views data by what is produced;
transportation is concerned with optimizing lanes and
loads; sales strategizes by region, customer and account;
finance plans by business; and executive management
reviews data on company performance. The plans of
the various functions have unique purposes, but they
all must be coordinated and based on uniform data.
A flexible IBP data hierarchy enables simple, real-time
changes to data aggregation.

MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER
IBP is powerful because it brings together the oftenfragmented worlds of strategic and tactical planning. In
this way, the methodology can provide continuous alignment among supply, demand, inventory, manufacturing,
tactical and strategic business plans in order to maximize
operational performance and meet financial objectives.
Now is the time to drive change in your organization.
Henry Canitz is the director of product marketing and
business development at Logility. He may be contacted
at blog@logility.com.
To comment on this article, send a message to feedback@apics.org.
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An Emerging
Procurement
Offering Inspires
Customer Loyalty
By Yangyan Shi, Clark Luo
and V.G. Venkatesh, CSCP
Illustration: iStock/TCmake_photo
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hird-party logistics (3PL) companies
play a key role in heightening global
supply chain efficiency. Yet many
of them tend to provide a narrow
range of offerings — generally just
transportation and warehousing —
which constrains supply chain opportunities and leaves
these businesses with pricing as their only competitive
weapon. Meanwhile, purchasers at many organizations
face tremendous pressure to control costs, most often
due to a lack of purchasing power and insufficient
volume. These professionals are seeking innovative
ways to manage procurement more effectively.
In response, innovative 3PL providers have begun
differentiating themselves and creating greater value
for their customers through service assortments — in
particular, offering outsourced procurement. In these
scenarios, the client typically will outsource the purchasing of its noncritical items to a partner company
in order to save money and free up time to focus on
its own core competencies. By creating such a service
package, a 3PL provider transforms itself into a thirdparty purchase (3PP) provider.

3PP in the real world
“Third-party purchase: An empirical study of thirdparty logistics providers in China,” published in
the International Journal of Production Economics,
examined 245 Chinese 3PL providers to better understand how 3PP services are being used and perceived by
their customers. The research also explored the general
operating dynamics of third-party purchasing.
Study respondents represented 3PP providers that integrate purchasing and logistics platforms; offer purchase
order management services for raw materials and finished
goods; develop e-commerce capabilities; and provide
import and export customs brokerage, freight consolidation and freight forwarding — among other solutions.
Participants reported that their clients choose to
extend purchasing functions to their 3PL companies
64
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because they believe them to be trustworthy, they have
strong reputations and there are significant workforce
cost benefits. They also indicated that the greatest benefits of these arrangements include
• lower overall procurement costs
• fewer direct labor, operational and administration
expenses as a result of procurement activities
• augmented freight and warehouse capacity
• more efficient customs clearance
• quicker response to market shifts
• enhanced customer service and loyalty
• easier access to new markets
• greater ability for the client to focus on core
business processes
• more efficient and environmentally friendly
supply chains.
Specifically, the 3PL companies indicated that offering 3PP services helps their clients reduce their purchasing costs by more than 78 percent and improve
customer service by 75 percent.
Taking this a step further, many financially strong
3PL providers are offering their clients integrated
inventory financing as part of the 3PP service offerings.
In this way, both provider and user achieve higher
levels of supply chain integration. Conventional
logistics-related purchasing activities are facilitated
by a specialized procurement service provider, which
must engage with a 3PL business in order to handle
the buying. But most 3PL companies already are
orchestrating their clients’ supply chains, so they
are uniquely positioned to be able to streamline and
seamlessly integrate any flow of client materials,
information and financials that is associated with
outsourced procurement.

Implementation considerations
The ability to successfully extend 3PL services to
include a procurement function depends on many
factors, including the level of business uncertainty,
order frequency and transaction size, as well as the

A Case Study of 3PP in Action
relationship between value to the client and benefit to
the provider. Key considerations include the following.
Business uncertainty: There is a significant relationship between uncertainty and 3PP service capabilities. In
short, the lower the level of uncertainty, the more likely
a 3PL provider is to offer effective 3PP services. The good
news is that, according to the study, most 3PL providers
believe they can manage demand volatility in the types
and volume of products that are outsourced to them.
Larger providers are even more confident — although
they too are affected by uncertainty, of course.
Order frequency: Most 3PL providers expect
weekly orders from their clients. Consolidating
similar orders helps reduce the fixed cost per transaction and improve asset efficiency. Respondents also
suggest that increasing order frequency enables them
to aggregate more orders and have more bargaining
power. The benefits multiply when they are able to
deal with the same suppliers in current transactions.
Transaction size: Large transaction sizes give 3PP
companies more clout in purchase price negotiations
and enable them to seek greater benefits for their
customers. They also help the providers address unexpected issues more efficiently. This is because using
aggregated orders increases the possibility of negotiating better purchase prices, and consolidating small
and similar orders increases flexibility in meeting
uncertain market demand.
Value to the client and benefit to the provider:
Because 3PL providers already offer logistics services
to their clients, using the same information-exchange
platform for any added 3PP services reduces transaction, negotiation, manpower, decision and other costs.
This leads to enhanced customer loyalty, increased
market share, and maximized capacity utilization of
warehousing and transportation assets.

Third-party logistics (3PL) business ABC is based in China
and works with a leading automotive manufacturer that
has hundreds of service dealers. In the past, the client
company would place service parts purchase orders (POs)
directly from the parts manufacturers to be delivered to its
dealers’ service departments. Unfortunately, delivery was
sporadic, and customers often had to wait days for their
repairs to be completed. Even though the dealers typically
kept about one month’s worth of spare parts inventory,
this still proved to be inadequate.
The automotive manufacturer decided to address this
problem with its 3PL provider’s help. Together, they created
a dynamic service parts supply chain through which the
dealer now places its POs with ABC to be fulfilled from
its regional warehouses, which are much closer to the
individual car dealers. Each week, ABC consolidates spare
parts demand from the dealers and places POs of much
larger quantities, thus spending less on spare parts overall.
ABC uses full-truckloads to transport the parts from
the manufacturer to the regional warehouses. Because it
already had established daily run routes for the delivery of
vehicles to the dealers, there is little added cost associated
with the spare parts deliveries. ABC also is in a better
position to solve any payment issues with the dealers
because its delivery crews interact with them frequently.
Today, the dealers are receiving spare parts much
faster — often within the same day. They also benefit
from the reduced purchase prices and no longer need to
pay courier services for routine deliveries. Meanwhile,
the automotive manufacturer is saving substantial
administrative costs and has less working capital tied
up in spare parts inventories. The client also can focus
on its core competencies of designing, producing and
selling vehicles. Profit margins and customer service levels
have increased for all involved, and the entire supply chain
is much more sustainable and efficient.

Limitations
Currently, the biggest limitation facing a 3PL provider
that is hoping to transition to a 3PP provider is a lack of
apics.org/magazine
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An Emerging Procurement Offering
Inspires Customer Loyalty

3PL providers are extremely well-positioned
to offer procurement services.

purchasing expertise. This was cited by more than 50
respondents. Another crucial issue is a lack of purchasing technology, reported by more than 40 respondents.
Finally, it is challenging to balance logistics and procurement as an integrated service unless clear operating procedures are laid out between the partners.

More to come
In recent years, the 3PL market has become increasingly competitive as leading providers continually
develop new, value-added services in order to differentiate themselves. Yet, few have seized the opportunity
presented by third-party purchasing — and even those
that have are discovering that users are unaware of the
service at a level that would enable effective consolidation of purchasing volume and unlock the benefits
of the business model. It will take some time for client
companies to learn about and embrace 3PP solutions.
Indeed, this market has yet to take off, and there are
obstacles to overcome.
Still, the outsourcing of purchasing functions has
been a growing sector since the early 2000s, and 3PL
providers are extremely well-positioned to offer procurement services. There is no doubt that the concept
of 3PP services being successfully implemented by
logistics providers is an interesting and promising
concept. Once enough users choose to outsource
purchasing, providers will have the power to offer
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greater and greater benefits due to the increased leverage. As soon as this tipping point is reached, the 3PP
market is ready to take off, and all parties can enjoy
meaningful business advantages as a result of achieving a better purchase price and the consolidation of
orders from multiple customers.
To avoid the hazard of competing only on price, today’s
3PL providers would be wise to consider the various ways
they can augment their offerings through both standardized and customized purchasing services. This may
require adding specialists to their purchasing teams —
perhaps distinguished purchasing experts from different
industries. The first movers are poised to gain a competitive advantage once they secure the right number of users.
Yangyan Shi teaches in the School of Management and
Economics at the Beijing Institute of Technology and the
Macquarie Graduate School of Management at Macquarie
University. He may be contacted at peter.shi@mq.edu.au.
Clark Luo teaches at the Toiohomai Institute. He may be
contacted at clark.luo@toiohomai.ac.nz.
V.G. Venkatesh, CSCP, is a teaching and doctoral fellow
at the University of Waikato. He may be contacted at
vgv1976@gmail.com.
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CASE STUDY

Successful
Turnaround Boosts
Performance
Challenge: Improve operations after implementing a new
enterprise resources planning system
Solution: Supply chain turnaround and transformation
Company: Finning Canada
Headquarters: Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Operation: Caterpillar equipment dealer
The challenge
Finning International Inc. is one of the largest dealers of Caterpillar
equipment in the world. With more than 50 warehouses and branches,
Finning Canada is the biggest division in the company, responsible for
the rental, sales and customer support services of Caterpillar engines
and equipment for western Canada, including British Columbia,
Yukon, Saskatchewan and parts of the Northwest Territories.
When the company launched a new enterprise resources planning
(ERP) system in 2011, warehouse employees weren’t updated on
the new system and processes. Wrong parts were being ordered or
parts were delivered to the wrong locations, leaving technicians

Finning field technicians operate a Caterpillar machine.

waiting days for what they needed. Consequently, customers had to
wait as well, causing customer satisfaction and net promoter scores to
plummet below 45 percent. The company’s North American dealership
ranking sank, and millions of dollars were lost in revenue opportunity.
The solution
In 2013, the supply chain team was tasked with turning around
Finning Canada’s supply chain performance. Objectives included
improving customer experience and resolving operational gaps.
“A turnaround situation is like building an airplane, flying the plane,
and serving the people on the plane while going fast and without
crashing it,” says Yogi Suryanwanshi, general manager of the parts

supply chain. “And you don’t have much time
to do it, which is the most important factor.”
An assessment of the problem revealed
that the issues went beyond the ERP to
include inefficiencies related to technology, people and processes. For equipment
dealers, one of the most profitable activities
is parts and service, so Suryawanshi focused
on closing customer-facing gaps first, and
then he turned to restructuring internal
processes. A team of skilled employees
reviewed the entire supply chain, redesigned
the strategy and reengineered supply chain
operations and processes. Together, the
team implemented more than 50 optimization initiatives that focused on critical
processes such as inventory management,
warehousing, purchasing, analytics, and
technology and network optimization.
Over a period of two years Suryawanshi
and his team simplified and enhanced the network, increased customer-direct shipments,
centralized inventory management and core
supply chain processes, and reduced distribution touches and routes. They also automated
key processes and implemented new policies
and technology enhancements central to the
customer experience.
The results
By removing complexities, Finning Canada
lowered inbound lead time for parts from
seven days to two days. “Finning Canada’s
supply chain went from being viewed as a
back-end function to one that is critical to
competitive advantage, customer satisfaction and profitability,” Suryawanshi says.
The company saw emergency shipments
fall from 54 percent to 24 percent, sameday fill rates for parts rise from 66 to 88
percent and customer satisfaction rise to
78 percent. Overall, Finning Canada saved
$38.2 million in costs, and parts revenue
increased by more than $150 million.
Suryawanshi and his team now are
working on a second business transformation, this one focused on heavy equipment
and improving end-to-end, order-to-cash
cycle for greater profitability and a better
customer experience. “Transformation is all
about strategy execution, the people and the
doing," Suryawanshi explains. “A perfect
strategy is only as good as its execution.”
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What’s a Manager
to Do?
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so they could learn my methods. My boss
hated it; I was changing the expectations.
A few years later, I interviewed for a job
with a supplier to the automotive industry.
My second interview was with the company
president, who eventually asked me to
describe my management style. I knew this
could kill my chances, but I decided to be
straightforward: “I don’t do anything,” I
began with a smile. “At least, that’s how it
appears to others. I learn every process, procedure and discipline in my areas of responsibility. I teach each one to my subordinates
and expect them to be followed routinely.
My subordinates know to come to me if
something is not right, and I fix those things.
I have been very successful and would like to
continue this success at your company.”
The president smiled. “You are the only
candidate who has clearly described his
management style,” he said. “And I agree
with you: The busiest-looking managers
rarely get the best results.”
I was offered the job, and on my first
day at the company, the president asked
me to write down the description of my
management style that I had shared during
my interview. He wanted to memorize it
because an old boss of his had also once
accused him of not doing anything.
Have you learned a lesson at work that you
would like to share with APICS magazine
readers? Submit an article of approximately
750 words that teaches, enlightens or amuses
to editorial@apics.org.
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ver the course of my career, I spent nearly 50 years
in supply chain management. Each time I started a
job, I found it challenging to determine what my new
company expected of me as a manager. In the 1960s, when there
were no computers, manufacturing managers typically rejected
the implementation of procedures and disciplines and valued
only expediting. By the 1970s, managers had accepted computers, but only for simple accounting functions. Computers were
not trusted, so expediting remained the primary objective.
By 1980, the next generation of managers were finally embracing
modern technology. It was around that time, in 1982, that I joined a
new organization. Unfortunately, my first performance review indicated that I was on the wrong side of the company’s expectations.
Apparently, the general consensus was that I didn’t do anything.
Subordinates, peers and superiors all agreed. Despite the fact that I
had trained my subordinates well and we brought our department
metrics to an all-time high, people noticed that I was not stressed
out and always resolving some minor disaster. So they decided I
wasn’t busy enough.
My boss asked me to describe my daily routine. I told him I
had none. My management style was to ensure my subordinates
were following the disciplines and processes I had put in place.
My only routine activity was to continually assess whether the
processes and procedures themselves were still valid. My boss
believed that a manager ought to personally handle more tasks,
rather than delegating most everything. But my results were
undeniable, so he could only advise me to change my ways.
I disregarded the advice.
A year later, my department’s metrics were even more impressive.
Business leaders decided to send newly promoted managers my way

Randall Schaefer, CPIM
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